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PREFACE

Comparative risk assessment of the health and environmental impacts of
electricity generation systems can be used for providing information for decisions
concerning choice of electricity generation systems and regulation of the systems.
Since the beginning of 1990s, there have been several major studies of comparative
risk assessment that have advanced the methodology and knowledge for the
assessment of health and environmental impacts of electricity production systems. In
those studies, many methodological issues were identified, and it was found that one of
the major issues that influenced the results was the time period included in the risk
assessment.

In the results of recent studies, the impacts for long time periods are influential
because of the accumulation of the impacts for more than 100 years and the large
uncertainties in the estimations. Examples of such long term impacts are those from

:1lobal climate change and potential impacts from radionuclides ad non-radioactive
pollutants originating from nuclear and other electricity generation systems. It is
generally expected that the estimates for longer term impacts have greater uncertainty.

In order to enhance the comparative risk studies and the application of the
results, the methodology and key issues for estimating the impacts for future

:1enerations should be investigated, and approaches for the assessments should be
established. In this connection, the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting JCM on
Approaches for Estimating and Comparing Risks from Energy Systems in the Far
Future was held at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna, Austria, from 6 to 10 October
1997.

This material contains the proceedings of the TCM held in October 1997, and
the latest draft of the technical report, Longt-Term Risks ftom Electricity Generation
Systems. The technical report on the subject was drafted in September 1997 by M.
Drelcer (USA) and A. Rabl (France), and subsequently reviewed at the TCM in
October 1997.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this meeting was to identify the key issues to be included in a
technical document on the approaches used for estimating and comparing risks from
energy systems up to the distant future. It is intended that the information provided
by this activity will be used for decisions concerning choice of electricity generation
systems and regulation of emissions and wastes from the systems.

The meeting addressed two aspects of the subject:
1) What are the major impacts imposed on future generations?
2) How should one value and/or weight these impacts.

As the major impacts, global warming from combustion of fossil fuels,
impacts of wastes from coal, impacts of globally dispersing radionuclides, impacts
of nuclear wastes, impacts of land use, resource depletion, and impacts of severe
accidents were chosen, and the discussion was made on these issues. Chosen topics
for the discussion on the valuation and weighting of the impacts in the far future are
monetary valuation and discounting, indicators of non-monetary valuation, needs for
scenarios, and uncertainty.

Prior to the Meeting, a draft technical report was provided by Prof. A. Rabl
(France) and Ms. M. Dreicer (USA), and the draft was reviewed at this meeting.

2. ACTIV=S

2.1. Presentations Made by the Participants

The first one and a half days were spent for the presentations. Eighteen
presentations were made from eleven countries and three international organizations
including lEA, UNID0 and IAEA. The issues identified during the presentation
session are global climate change, waste safety assessment, ong lived radionuclides,
uncertainty in future impact assessment, ways of using risk externalities, available
technology to reduce air pollution, land required for hydro power development,
compliance to international protocols of climate change, future technology
development, public perception, epidemiology, and national policies for environmental
protection.

Mr. H. H. Rogner of the IAEA introduced the recent topics on global climate
chang and other related policy issues. He illustrated the estimations for resource
depletion of fossil fuels for the next century, and listed up terms of further
negotiations, regarding the Kyoto conference in December 1997 on global climate
change. The level of eission reduction, the timing, and the mechanism of the
reduction were identified as the discussion issues.

Mr. 1. F. Vovk of the IAEA presented the long term safety requirements and
safety indicators for the assessment of underground radioactive waste repositories,
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referring the IAEA-TECDOC-7671 and the IAEA's recent activities. He summarized
that for the time period up to around ten thousand years after repository closure, the
quantitative safety assessments using dose-risk calculations should be carried out. For
the period around ten thousand years to about one million years after repository
closure, either quantitative safety assessments or qualitative assessments should be
used. Beyond about one million years little credibility can be attached to the safety
assessment. (APPENDIX 1. (1))

Mr. R. Seitz of the IAEA Waste Safety Section introduced the IAEA's project
on health and environmental impacts from waste from electricity eneration systems.
He emphasized that potential impacts from waste are a fction of several factors,
including the amount of waste, toxicity and other characteristics, treatment or
conditioning, packaging or other engineered barriers for disposal and the environment
in which the waste is disposed. He summarized that both radioactive and chemically
toxic agents are common in many electricity generation wastes; nuclear and non-
nuclear electricity generation systems result in waste posing potential long-term
hazards; and that future efforts on the project will emphasize filling data gaps and
reviewing and testing approaches for calculating and comparing impacts of
radioactive and chemically toxic agents. (APPENDIX L 2))

Mr. D. Beutier of France presented his view on long term impacts of C14
from nuclear electricity generation systems. In his view, C14 from nuclear electricity
generation system is small in comparison with background level; and, the
accumulation of exposure for a long term is questionable. (APPENDIX I. 3))

Ms. J. Berry of UK introduced the results of recent externality study in
Europe. In the recent activity, about one hundred different impact pathways were
examined, and issues on aggregation, uncertainty, global warming, major accidents,
non-environmental externality such as energy security and energy co-generation, and
future technology were studied. In the results, the long term impact by C14 is
influential in nuclear energy externality because of the assumption on the linear dose-
response relation. (APPENDIX I. 4))

Prof. U. Hauptmanns of Germany presented his paper on the uncertainties of
comparative risk assessment. He points out that the data and models for risk
comparisons are uncertain, and as the time period becomes larger, the uncertainty
increases. Statistical methods were presented for dealing with data uncertainties thus
providing a broader foundation for decisions. Nevertheless, he recommended that it
had to be borne in mind that no method existed to account for the unforeseeable which
was always present in decision making with respect to the far future. (APPENDIX .
(5))

Mr. R. Williams of NIDO presented UNIDO's experience of the ten-year
project to support introduction of clean coal technology in Asia. (APPENDIX I. 6))

1 1AEA, Safety indicators in different time frames for the safety assessment of underground radioactive
waste repositories: First report of the INWAC subgroup on Principles and Criteria for Radioactive
Waste Disposal, IAEA-TECDOC-767, Vienna, Austria 1994)
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Mr. A. Morici of Italy presented Italy's national energy plan. He explained
that the national strategy of energy production is integrated with other policies related
to economics, transport and international cooperation, which focus on the
environmental protection. The medium-term strategy is based on total emission
reduction and energy conservation measures to comply with international protocols;
and, the long-term policy could be oriented towards the increasing use of new clean
technologies such as renewable sources and nuclear fusion. (APPENDIX I. 7))

Mr. G. Weiman of Austria introduced the activities of the Austrian Research
Center Seibersdorf in energy risk studies. Regarding that the energy systems with
advanced safety level is compulsory, the Research Center is pursuing adequate
designing of fusion reactors and advanced fission reactors. (APPENDIX I. (8))

Mr. G. Nicodemus of IEA presented how the risk study should be considered
in the policy making of electricity markets. He explained the trend of liberalisation of
electricity market in many countries and the technique to assess the long-term
environmental impacts using discount rates. He claimed that risk management policies
should be elaborated to identify cost-effective energy options. (APPENDIX I. 9))

Mr. P. K. Ghosh of India presented environmental impacts of energy options
in India. He identified dominant pathways of health and environmental impacts from
fossil, nuclear, and renewable energy systems, including land submergence and
displacement of persons of hydroelectric power generation. (APPENDIX I. (1 0))

Mr. T. V. Leonin of Philippines presented the results of his study on energy
sul2ply options in Philippines. He reported that the new energy plan towards 2025
shows the growing reliance on coal fuel for the power requirements, and this will
significantly contribute to the C2 emissions from all energy sources. (APPENDIX .

O 0)

Mr. N. E. Gentner of Canada argued how concepts of collective dose, linear
dose-response, and de minimis level contribute to the assessment of long-term health
impacts, referring data of epidemiological studies on Hiroshima-Nagasaki A-bomb
survivors and occupational radiation exposure. He also presented possibilities of
improvements of medical treatment in the future and risk of misusing finite resources.

Prof. F. Klik of Czech Republic introduced the current status of studies of
comparative assessment of different energy systems in Czech Republic. He supported
the usefulness of methodological approach of comparative assessment for the purpose
of decision making.

Ms. N. Gen9yilmaz and Mr. N. Savruk of Turkey presented the policy and
present state of the electricity generation in Turkey. For 95 billion kWh of the total
electricity generation in Turkey by the end of 1996, 47 was supplied by hydraulic
generation system, 29 by lignite, and 14 by natural gas. This figure will be
changed by 2010 with about 290 billion kWh of the total electricity generation. The
hydraulic will be decreased to 36 %, and natural gas will be 25 of the total supply.
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Nuclear will supply 33 of electricity supply by 2010. As the part of the nuclear
electricity generation programme, the investigation for the direct disposal of spent fuel
without reprocessing has been started, and a suitable site for the fal disposal is being
studied. (APPENDIX I. 12))

Mr. G. Llewellyn of UK introduced the environmental reputation policy of
UK. He listed up several emerging issues of radioactive waste disposal of nuclear
electricity generation system and the emissions including C2 from electricity
generation and Nx from road transport. He noted the importance of partnerships
with the industry, and stated that public issue is the strong driving force to the
enviromnental regulation. (APPENDIX I. ( 3)

Prof. A. E-Kady of Egypt briefly introduced the current activities of nuclear
safety authority in Egypt.

Mr. K. Wagner of Germany introduced the energy and environmental policy.
Among three objectives of Germany's energy policy (security of energy supply,
competitive and reasonable price, and sustainability), the supply security is no longer
the big issue because of current diversity of energy supply options, but the
competitive price is becoming more important for the industry due to increasing
(global) competition and therefore a liberalization of the electricity market is intended.
Also, the issues on global climate change are becoming a challenge for the energy
policy. In this context a voluntary agreement with German industry is an important
measure in the strategy for the reduction of C02-emissions.

2.2. Review and Modification of the Draft Technical Report

Half a day was spent for introducing the draft technical report which was
prepared prior to the TCM. In addition, Prof. A. Rabl of France presented the concept
of discount rates as one of the analytical tools for valuing far future impacts.
(APPENDIX I. 14)) Then, the following two days were spent for the plenary and
working group sessions to review and modify the draft technical report. During the
sessions, the following points were confirmed by the participants:

(1) Technology assumed

This meeting discussed the issues for assessing health and envirom-nental
impacts from the marginal increase of currently available electricity production
systems. The meeting did not cover the issue such as vision for the future world, and
does not consider technologies for energy production in the future.

(2) Main focus

The focus was made on methodological approaches for assessing the future
impacts from current technology. Typical examples of long-term impacts for future
generations was identified to provide background for explaining the issues on
methodological approaches.
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(3) Non-monetary valuation and monetary valuation

The technical document introduces both non-monetary valuation and monetary
valuation with equal emphasis. These valuation methodologies were also explained
with their limitations in their applications.

(4) Discounting

The discounting was one of ways to weight the impacts for long time future
compared to the impacts for present generation. This concept may be used for
sensitivity analysis with a range of discount rates, and may be presented for the
decision making process. The value of discount rate may be calculated with
justifications including historical data and socioeconomic parameters.

(5) Relation to decision making process

The decision making process is not central to the technical report. The main
issue to be explained in the report is the ways of presenting health and environinental
impacts in a distant future for decision makers. The primarily targeted readers of this
report are experts who will make the impact assessment and report the results to
governmental offices and/or representatives of general public.

3. RESULTS

The modified draft technical report after the meeting is attached in
APPENDIX II. The summary is as follows:

Estimation of health and envirorunental impacts in a distant future driven by
current electricity production systems is not a well established scientific field. This
issue includes many uncertainties which are seen in many processes of the impact
estimation such as valuation techniques of environmental impacts for a long-term, and
technology choice and policy options for a long run. When the IAEA held the
Technical Committee Meeting on Estimating and Comparing Risks from Energy
Systems in the Far Future in October 1997 in Vienna, there were many questions
raised up from the participants on these issues. The purpose of this document is to
introduce typical discussions at the Meeting, and to give a guidance to the
methodological approaches for the readers.

The decision making process is not central to this technical document. The
main issue explained in the document is the ways of presenting health and
environmental impacts in a distant future for decision makers. The primarily targeted
readers of this document are, therefore, experts who wl make the impact assessment
and document the results to governmental offices and/or representatives of general
public. For those who further implement decision making study, several documents
are available from the IAEA.'

2INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, Enhanced Electricity System Analysis for
Decision Making: A Reference Book, IAEA, Vienna, Austria. (to be published in 1998)
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To provide an effective guidance to the methodological approaches, several
issues which are currently recognized as typical examples of the impacts on future
generations were chosen. Global climate change, nuclear and non-nuclear wastes, long
lived radionuclides dispersing world-wide, land use, and resource depletion are
discussed to illustrate several technical difficulties in estimating the impacts in the far
future. About technology choice, the discussions illustrated in this document are based
on only marginal increase of currently available electricity production systems. For
smooth introduction of currently available methodological approaches to readers,
issues like future technology options, energy demands and the vision for the future
world are not described. Readers should later study those issues, based on the
information provided in this document.

To understand the nature of impacts, comparison of different types of impacts
is helpful, and presentation of these impacts is a key for the comparison. How value
and weight the impacts for comparison of far future impacts is the main issue in
methodological approaches. Both non-monetary valuation and monetary valuation are
introduced with equal emphasis. These valuation methodologies, however, have
limitations in their applications.

In the method of monetary valuation, the concept of discounting is central in
valuing far future impacts. Discounting affects the weight of far future impacts
relative to impacts on the present generation. This concept may be used for sensitivity
analysis with a range of discount rates, and the results may be presented for the
decision making process.

There is much opposition to monetary valuation of long-term impacts, so
analysts need to take some other valuation method in many cases. However, in non-
monetary valuation, it is not possible to have all indicators which could be used for
comparison between two long-term impacts. Therefore, qualitative analysis is also
required in many cases.

Including results of qualitative analysis, multi-criteria analysis should be
considered for assessment of long-term impacts. Temporal and spatial grouping
should be made on the impacts, and analysis and decision making will be made with
some weighting process. The weighting may be conducted according to a social
choice including subjective valuation.

Time period to be considered in the impact assessment is an important issue in
the long-term impact assessment. Cut off time-period may be set to make consistent
comparisons of different impacts.
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TERMINOLOGY

Disposal uFA iii-F)

The emplacement of waste in an approved, specified facility fr
example, near surface or geological repository) without the intention
of retrieval. Disposal may also include the approved direct discharge
of effluents (for example, liquid and gaseous wastes) into the
environment with subsequent dispersion (Discharge is not
considered in this pKtEtntafion).

Safety (NEAISANIDOC 95) 2VREV 1)

Safety is a quality to which a low level of risk can be assigned. It is
possible to quantify risk but not safety except in terms of the absence
of a quantified isk. Therefore, the term safety" should be used only
in a general way, with risk being employed when quantification is
necessary. From a practical operational standpoint, the achievement
of safety can be considered as the practice of avoiding harm and is
assessed through safety (performance) indicators, design verification,
incident analysis, use of reliability data, etc.

Risk (MEA Draft SS 111-S-3)

The definition of isk used in this work is the product of the
probability of receiving exposure and the probability that exposure
will give rise to a deleterious health effect.
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DECAY CHMNS

The Thorlum Chain, A = n
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Rad ioactive Waste Safety Standards (RADWASS)

* Safety Fundamentals
"The Principles of Radioactive Waste Management"
(Safety Series I I 1,Fj 1995)

* Safety Requirements
"Establishing a National System for Radioactive Waste
Management" (Safety Series 1 1 1 -S-1 � 1995)
Discharges of Radionuclides into the Environment 2000)
Predisposal Management of Radioactive Waste (I 999)
Near Surface Disposal of Radioactive Waste (I 999)
Geological Dsposal of Radioactive Waste 2000)
Rehabilitation of the Environment 2000)

*Safety Gu-Ides
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RADWASS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Near Surface Disposal of Radioactive Waste

Status - exists in draft, planned publication 1999

Content

Basic technical provisions to assure present and future safety of repositories.

Safety requirements for siting, design, construction, operation and closure

Long term safety criteria

Requirements for compliance demonstration
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Summary of Radiological Safety Criteria and Compliance
Issues for Post-Closure Phase of Near Surface

Repositories

lype of Criteria
Exposure'

Likely events it ... appropriate fraction of the dose limit,
1 mSv y-1, or its risk equivalent"

"The appropriate fraction, termed the dose or
risk constraint, shall be determined by the
regulatory body. Dose constraints are typically a
fraction between 10 and 30 percent of the dose
limit..."

Unlikely events "The regulatory body shall decide whether the
outcomes of unlikely events should be compared
with a risk limit or whether the probability of
occurrence and the resulting dose should be
considered separately".

Compliance Statements

"Because of the uncertainties inherent in
predicting future events..."

"The best that can be achieved is a reasonable
assurance that the system will perform as it is
designed to do and, therefore, that compliance
with the safety criteria will be achieved"

"Reasonable assurance of compliance is most
likely to be achieved by the use of multiple tines
of reasoning, that is, by supplementing the
quantitative estimates of the repository
performance with other qualitative evidence that
the repository will provide isolation of the wastes
as designed."



SAFETY INDICATORS

CRITERIA
Health impact "Level of safety of future

generations, the same as that
provided for current generation"

RI k
risk limit or constraint

Individual dose dose limit or constraint and/or
comparison wh natural
background levels

Environmental comparison with levels
concentration of natural radioactivity

Flux from geosphere comparison wh flux
to biosphere of natural radionuclides

I

Flux th ugh barriers derived flux criteria based
on engineering constraints

Radioactive
waste

Hierarchy of safety indicators



500-1000M

UPPER
BACKFILL
MATERIAL

114
6

LOWER
BACKFILL

10 MATERIAL

BUFFER1
MATERIAL

FINE SAND

CONTAINER

Canadian Concept for the Disposal of Nuclear Fuel Waste



FEATURES RELATED TO SITE, DESIGN AND WASIE PACKAGE
CHARACIIERISTICS, AS TECHNICAL LONG TERM SAFETY

CRITERIA FOR RADIOACTIVE WASIE DISPOSAL FACILITIES

Nahffal envirormient THuman activities Effects of repositoryIF
Site properties

Ease of characterization Absence of natural Compatibility of host
Unsaturated medium resources of rock characteristics
Low hydraulic gradient exceptional value with waste and
Low groundwater velocity Keeping records engineered barriers
Low chemical aggressiveness
Depth and thickness of host
rock formation
Distance from large
geological faults

, tectonic and
geomorphic stability
(> 10,000 years)

Disposal concept
features

Location and depth of Depth of repository Compatibility of
repository Location of waste waste and engineered
Location of shafts and access packages barriers with host
tunnels Protective engineered rock characteristics
Efficient and durable shaft barriers Excavation (soft)
and access hinnel sealing Safeguards Gas collecting and
Seismic design Keeping records control
Limitation of groundwater Stress homogenization
flow to waste packages Pre-closure
Control of groundwater monitoring and
chemistry retrievability
Control of criticality
Retention of radioactive
species

Waste package
characLeristics

Criticality Low long lived Heat and radiation
Corrosion resistant container radionuclide content resistant matrix
Low solubility matrix Low tendencv to Low decay heat value
Low area/volume ratio disintegration and Standardization of
Good mechanical properties forming dust waste packages
Proper chemical composition Keeping records
of waste

I I
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SUAE�IARY ON SAFETY INDICATORS AND TME-SCALES

1. The assessed long term consequences of disposal systems in terms of
risk and dose can only be considered as indicators of safety.

2. The long term safety -case can be made most effectively by the
combined use of several safety indicators, such as risk, dose,
environmental concenwation, biospheric flux, flux through barriers and
time recognizing, however, that risk and dose remain the most
fundamental of the indicators of safety.

3. Indicators become particularly valuable when they are supported by
observations from atural analogues.

4. In the time period up to around 10" years after repository losure,.the
safety case should be based on quantitative safety assessments us'
dose/risk calculations supported by calculations involving other safety
indicators.

5. In the period up to around 10' years to about 106 years after repository
closure, the safety case should be based either on quantitative safety
assessments or on qualitative assessments using a combination of safety
indicators. The emphasis may be expected to shift increasingly
towards qualitative assessments as 106years is approached.

6. Beyond about ' years little credibility can be attached to integrated
safety assessments.



CONCLUSIONS

Fundamental concern' regarding the safety of radioactive
waste disposal systems is their radiological impact on human
beings and the environment. Safety requirements and criteria for
judging the level of safety of such systems have been developed
and there is a consensus among the international community on
their basis within the well-established system of radiological
protection.

So far, however, little experience has been gained in
applying long term safety criteria to actual disposal systems;
consequently, there is an international debate on the most
appropriate nature and form of the criteria to be used, taking into
account the uncertainties involved.

Emerging from the debate is the increasing conviction that
the combined use of a variety of indicators would be
advantageous in addressing the issue of reasonable assurance in
the different timeframes involved and in supporting the safety
case for any particular repository concept. Indicators including
risk, dose, radionuclide concentration, transit time, toxicity
indices, fluxes at different points within the system, and barrier
performance have all been identified as potentially relevant.

Dose and risk are the indicators generally seen as most
fundamental, as they seek directly to describe the radiological
impact of a disposal system, and these are the ones that have been
incorporated into most national standards to date. There are,
however, certain problems in applying them. Application of a
variety of different indicators, less subject to uncertainty and
more easily conceptualized than dose or risk and in this sense
regarded as "more direct", may be feasible, provided their safety
relevance and suitable standards are established. This is a matter
presently receiving increased attention.
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(2) The 1AEA Project on Nuclear and Non-nuclear Wastes, Roger Seitz, 1AEA





LAEA. Pr ect on T'%*;uc ear an

**;on-T*4uc ear )Vaste

Roger Seitz - Waste Safety Section

TCM on Comparisons in Far Future

6 October 1997
ar
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Introc uction

• Agenda 2 , Action Plan from the United
Nations Conference for Environment and
Development, highlighted the concept of
Sustainable Development of Human Society

• Waste related Chapters of Agenda 21
highlight two issues of "major" concern

- Cleaner production and

- Sound management

X051icemMpresen - R.Seitz - 1997-09-30



Exanip e Naste 14 erarc iy

Minimize at Source Most Desirable

Recycle/Re-use

Thermal, Chemical, Biological
or Physical Treatment

Discharge or Disposal Least Desirable

After WHO and UNEP-SBC
X051icemMpresen - R.Seitz - 1997-10-01
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Fun atnenta Concepts

• All steps in fuel chains should be considered
extraction, fuel processing, operations,

decommissioning and "secondary" steps)

• Potential impacts are a function of waste
amount, toxicity, disposal method (facility and
packages) and disposal environment

• Many wastes include both radioactive and
Is

chemotoxic agents posing long term risks

XOVcemMpresen - R.Seitz - 1997-09-30



Pr ect Tas s

Phase 1 1992 - 1995) Phase 11 1995 to date*)
TECDOC - overview - TECDOC - waste and
of comparative disposal practices
assessment for waste - TECDOC - fate and

transport modelling
- TECDOC - health and

env. impact assess.
- TECDOC - ref. scenarios

and indicators
- CRP for waste data and

assessment methods

*2 new tasks for 1998 - Expert Group and preparation of summary materials for decision makers X051icemMpresen - R.Seitz - 1997-10-01



ontents

Types, quantities and characteristics of
electricity generation fuel chain waste

Potential metrics on which to base
comparisons

Example comparisons based on existing
assessment

Technical Challenges

X051icemMpresen - R.Seilz - 1997-09-30
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In ortuat on on NVaste

• CONCAWE * Society for Petroleum

• Gas Research Institute Engineers

• American Petroleum * UNIPEDE
Institute * UNEP WHO

9 9

IEA Coal Research UNIDO, UNESCO,

E & P Forum World Bank

RWE * Turopean Commission
* many othersEPRI, EEI

X051icem97�presen - R.Seitz - 1997-09-30



NVastes an Disposal \4etlio s

Sludges Ashes

Recycling andMiscellaneous Landfills
Treatment

Solids Impoundments Wastes

Pits

Concrete Vaults
Mined Cavities

Lagoons
Waste Water Lined Landfills Mining Spoils

Landfarm and Tailings

Contaminated Soil
X051icemMpresen - RSeitz - 1997-09-30



Iinpact o Desu p iur zat on on

NVaste Atnounts

Coal

Oil
0 Ash

Natural Gas 0 FGD
10 Gas Sweet

O.2 0.4 0.6

Waste (Million

tonnes/GW(e)-yr)

Note: These values are highly variable. Gas sweetening is often not necessary, and when it is necessary,
the amount of waste varies substantially depending on the sulphur in the gas and the treatment method.

X051icemMpresen - R.Seitz - 1997-09-30



Representative uantities of
N N

L)ntreatecl VVaste Arisin is

COAL NUCLEAR
Solvent refined coal conversion to fuel oil L Conversion, enrichment and fuel fabrication VS/S

Coal gasification VL Operations
- Lowfintermedlate-level waste S

Coal-fired plant operations - High-level waste (reprocessing) Vs
. Ashes VL - Spent fuel (once through) Vs
. Sludges and other M/L
. FGD (when used). IJVL

SOLAR OIL
P cell manufacturing Shale retorting VL

. FaAs based S
Refining crude oil M

. CuInS 2 CdS, CdZnS or CdTe based VS/S
Oil fired plant operations

. a-Si P-I-N based VS/S - Ashes (excluding FGD) Sim
. FGD sludge and ashes V/L

BIOMASS/GEOTHERIVIAL NATURAL GAS
Wood fired steam electric ashes LfVL Gas sweetening*

- Classifierlseparator sludge LIVL
Geothermal sludges (vapour dominated) M - Water treatment sludge M/L

Gas fired plant operations VS/S

*Sulphur removal Is often not necessary and amounts of waste vary substantially depending on the gas and the treatment method.

Scale: [Very Small (VS) < .11; [Small (S) 0. - ]; [Medium (M) I - 0]; 1996-09-30
[Large (L) 50 - 250]; [Very Large (VL) >250]; Units are 1000 tonne/GW(e)-a Oclaire\comp-2 pre
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Exanip e �ORI\4 Concentrat ons \3,

Material Radionuclide Conc. (Bq/g)

Scale in pipes and equip. for - 15,000 (Avg. - 100s)
handling oil/gas formation water

Sludges in natural gas supply Up to 40
equipment

Sludges from ponds of 10 - 40+
produced (formation) water

Scales from geothermal 4 - 40
energy production

Uranium mining overburden 0.1 20 (only Ra reported)

Coal fired power plant s 0.2 - 25

Other mineral processing waste Up to 400 (Avg. 0. - )

Note: These values should only be considered rough indicator be found above or below indicated ranges.
X051icemMpresen - R.Seitz - 1997-09-30
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X05licem971presen - R.Seitz -997-09-30
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X05licem971presen - R.Seitz - 1997-09-30
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X05licem971presen - R.Seilz - 1997-09-30
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otent a oni] arison 1\4etr cs

• Waste Characteristics (Toxicity Index)

• Potential impacts (Hazard Index using ratio
of E and RfD TI BD TDI

* Risk (could also be combined with above)

* Ranking of similar effects (fatal and non-
fatal cancer, reproductive toxicity,
developmental toxicity, 1, 11 11)

* Margin of protection, MOE, EPI

X051icemMpresen - R.Seitz - 1997-09-30



Exan-ip es Tox c ty C anges

Over Long T nae Franaes
104 B)

102

HLW after reprocessing
one tonne of spent fuel Coal Residues

102

Uranium ore
00 Spent fuel (no
0 equivalent to0* reprocessing)

one tonne of fuel 10-2
�4 IN

Spent fuel (afte .....Pa r
P-11 reprocessing)
% 10-4.PM

103 105 0 71 0 1

10-2 Time (years)

Notes: A) after 1AEA 1992. B) after Ehrlich et al. 1986. The
10-4 relative locations of the curves for the coal and uranium ore will

102 104 106 vary depending on source. The location of the curves for the nuclear
1 waste will change depending on fuel and reactor characteristics.

Time (years)
X051icem971presen - R.Seitz - 1997-10-02



Exanip e Con-ipar son

Material Example Concentrations (mg/kg)
Cr Hg Ni

Coal Ash/Slag I -200 not reported 50 - 300

PP Wash Water Sludge <1 - 10YO00 0. - 3 28 - 20,000

FGD* Sludge 3 - 210 <1 - 70 20 - 240

Decomm. Steel 3000 not reported 2000

MSW* Ash/Slag 200 - 2300 50 5 - 80

Oil Refinery Sludge 1 - 5080 2.1 4 40 - 2000

EC Study 'aTimits" 70 5 1000

FGD - Flue Gas Desulphurization; MSW - Municipal Solid Waste X05licem971presen - RSeitz - 1997-09-30
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orne Tec n ca a enges

• Data lacking for non-nuclear agents

• Inconsistent indicators for different effects
mutagens, genotoxic and.non-genotoxic
carcinogens, other toxic effects, environmental
effects, etc.

• Different mobility/persistence/effects for
different chemical forms of agents

• Generic vs. site-specific assessments

X051icemMpresen - R.Seitz - 1997-09-30



unitnary

• Radioactive and chemotoxic agents are
common in electricity generation waste

• Data and assessments illustrate that nuclear
and non-nuclear fuel chains result in waste
posing potential long-term hazards

Efforts are focussed on filling data gaps and
approaches for comparing impacts of
radioactive and chemotoxic agents

X051icemMpresen - R.Seftz - 1997-10-01
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()) Long Term Impacts of Nuclear Energy: On Which Purpose Do We Try to
Evaluate Them?, Didier Beutler, NUSYS, France





L ONG TERM IMPA C TS OF NUCL Y : ON
WHICH PURPOSE DO WE V THEM?

• To assess the total cost of electricity generation
• To compare different nuclear strategies 
• To respond to public acceptance concerns 
• To elaborate and seled the most sustainable energy

systems 

The indicators and the time limits for evaluation will
depend on the purpose.



LONG TERM IMPACTS OF
wHA T iDIcA To$W-04m

• Consumption of non renewable resources
• Concentrations in the environment
• Individual exposures
• Collective dose
• Potential radiotoxicity
• For all of them predicted or conditional

values



THE RELA YNOE MAOORTAAICE Adwhanw.M

• Total atmospheric hold up 140 000 TBq
• Natural cosmogenic C14 produced in upper

atmosphere = 000 Tcgyear
• Added C- 1 4 from ka-M�Irlla %Sts in the re

220 000 TBq (o"r M. Wws)
M 01,• Added C- 1 4 from 8-M-n, MY

less than 300 Mq�Aw
• Added "C-1 4 free carbon" from burnt fossO fuels

5 Tkg/year (5-1012kg)



EVALUATON(V C-14 
FROM NUCLEA* MMYROY

Source: UNSCEAR 1993 report

* For reactors, normalized 052 TBq/GWa
* For reprocessing phoft, normalized 254 TBWGW.,a

-mm I' "mode's
For underground fir.,_-Mugo

* 1989 total = 127 TBq



ANV&ATHE RELA TIVE MEW-_W r 14
DISCHA � Amok MONLAM

• Individual dose (from UNSCEAR)
- From natural C14: 12 mlemievert/year
- from nuclear energy: maximal 1-2microsieverYyear

• Collective dose (over 0 000 year I bFillon
� from natural C- 1 4 i .2 VP man.sievert
� from one year of world nuclear energy : 04 FnM.drjW

(1989)

• Expected concentration in the atmosphere 002)
- Natural 230 Bq/kg
- Carbon liberated by energy consumption (fossil nuclear)

60 Bq/kg



UMITATICW OF THE USE OF COUECTIVE
DOSE

Excerpts from NCRP WI 21 30-11-1995)

(2) "..-Where population characteristics are poorly defined or highly
uncertain or subject to significant temporal change, collective
dose should be applied with a late caution'.

(7 "When the range of ndWkJW eses spans sevwW ole of
magnitude, the distribution &Amid be character by dWing It-_ nointo several ranges of indhMual doses, each V Inv
than two or three orders of magnitude ... of

(8)"Projection of collective committed doses to future -
and equations should be done with care and one mtM
the large uncertainties introduced by urnpredictable V In
recevant parameters..."



LIMITA 77ON OF E USE OF COL4EC TIVE
DOSE

Excerpts from NRPB
(J. Radiol. Prot. 1996 Vol 16 n2)

"it is suggested that care Owuld be exe- in using
collective doses relating to Smes more.than a few
hundred years (perhaps 00 years) into the future as
direct indicators of the expected health effe*W,.w

a Md-MmawL t-

"Ideally, collective dose o MAIL; hould perhap tot
be used beyond around 500 years without some
modification..."



FROM COLLECTIVE DOSES TO Affilm1b"

MAwE VA L UA TION : A I R A DO, XICAL APP ICA TION

C E (d). DE. Mic (dl. DE. VA)

(WTPC = 

d, = individual dose

DE = coefficient of dos"ffect relationship.

VSL = value of a statistical life

WTIR Individual Willingness To Pay
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(4) Overview of Externality Study in EU,
Jacqueline Berry, AEA Technology, LTK





EXTERNE-CORE PROJECT

(JOS3-CT95-0002)

1 JANUARY 1996 - 31 OCTOBER 1997

* **EC/DGXII IR7 u



0 Phase Jan 1992 - Aug 1993

9 Phase 2 Aug 1993 - Aug 1995

* Phase 3 Jan 1997 - Oct 1997

oo A EA Slide serial no 6

AEA Technology 0 1997 AEA Technology plc



e On a marginal cost basis

9 For a specific site, technology, fuel
input

* Using impact pathway approach

o Economic valuation based on
willingness to pay

rolo AEA Slide serial no I

AEA Technology 0 1997 AEA Technology plc



EMISSIONS
(e.g-. tonnes/year Of S02)

DISPERSION
INCREASE W AMBIENT

CONCENTRATIONS
(e.g. PPID SO 2 or all affected

regions)

IMPACT

IMPACT
(e.g. change in crop yield)

CONCENTRATION

COST

*EC/DGX11



• Fossil fuels - coal, oil, gas, lignite

• Nuclear

• Renewables - wind, hydro, biomass, waste, PV, solar

• Energy saving - industry and domestic

• Transport - road vehicles

fool A EA Slide serial no 3

AEA Technology 0 1997 AEA Technology plc



Environmental and health impacts

- in physical tenrns

- in monetary terms

Priority impacts
- on a full fuel cycle basis

- routine operation and accidents

- emissions from material use (wind, energy conservation)

Non-environmental impacts

- energy security

- employment

Moo A EA
Slide serial no 2

AEA Technology a 199.7 AEA Technology plc



S2

9 NOX� N20

* C02 CH4
* Particulates (PM10 and acid aerosols)

9 Ozone

0 ocs

9 P.,adionuchdes

Moo A A Slide serial no 4

AEA Technology 0 1997 AEA Technology plc



e Public health

Materials

e Crops

Forests

o Freshwater fisheries

Unmanaged ecosystems

e Occupational accidents
Public accidents

Global warming potential

o Noise

Land use

Visual impact

tool A EA Slide serial no 

AEA Technology 0 1997 AEA Technology pic



9 ExternE Core -Methodological issues

- Extension .

- Dissemination

9 ExternE National Implementation

* ExternE Transport

Moo AEA Slide serial no 7

AEA Technology . 0 1997 AEA Technology pic



• Maintenance of existing framework (ETSU IOM, ITE9
Metroeconomica)

• Aggregation (EEE, IER, ETSU, Metroeconomica)

• Uncertainty (EMP, CEPN, ETSU)

• Global Warming (EEE, ZEW, IVM, ECU)

• Major Accidents (CEPN, IER, Metroeconomica, Ciemat,
DEPT)

• Non-environmental Externalities (ZEW, CSERGE)

C/DGXII



9 End-use Technologies (IER, ZEW)

9 Co-generation (IER, IEFE, VTTY

9 New/Future Technologies (IER, Ciemat, CEEETA)

[RcT, n nC/DGXII U



e Sustainability indicators (CSERGE, ZEW, IER, EEE,
ENCO, Metroeconomica)

9 Case Studies (ETSU, IER, EEE, Metroeconomica,
CSERGE)

* *EC/DGXII IR729fl



9 ExternE Information System (IPTS)

9 ExternE Newsletter (ETSU)

,* ExternE - E3 Forum Activities

9 Input to E3 Models

* **EC/DGXII IECTSU



Fossil fuels Nuclear Renewables

.................................................................................. ... . .... ... ..
Major impact categories Health' Health Amenity

Biological systems. 0
Global warming

Fuel cycle stages Mainly generation Nine Mainly
generation

Initiating events Deterministic Deterministic Deterministic
probabilistic

Timescales Short to long Short to very Short
long

Range Local to global Local to global Local

****#*EC/DGXII



Coal Lignite OH Gas

Country UK FRG FRG GT cc UK

Public health 4* 3 10 I I 10 0.5*

Oce"Mional health 0.9 2.3 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.1

Alriculture 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 NQ
Timber 0.004 0.009 0.004 0.013 0.009 neg.

Terrestrial ecosystems NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ
Markm eosystems NQ NQ NQ 0.2 0.2 0.001

fisheries IQ NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ
Materials 0.8 Ol 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.06

Noise 0.2 NQ NQ NQ NQ 0.03

Other Impacts NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ

Sub-total 6* 16 10 12 1 1 0.7*

Total NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ

NQ - Not quantified IQ - quantified but not yet valued neg. - negligible
*Public health impacts assessed over UK only

***EC/DGXII r 29 C i r It:



Valuation in mECU/kWh at % discount rate

Coal Lizatte 0

Cline, 1992 15 19 10 6

Fankhauser, 1993 10 12 6 4

Tol, 1995* 1 8 22 12 8

* based on a 1 discount rate

*EC/DGXII E7 U



Fuel Cycle Coal Orim Oil -P Oil-B Gas Biom

Public health 23.2 19.61 186 18.82 3.55 5.73

Occupational accidents 0.94 0.004 1.04 0.85 0.1 0.0007

Agriculture 0.79 0.44 1.06 0.28 0.25 0.086

Timber. 0.002 0.001 0.015 0.001 0.0003 0.0004

Ecosystems IQ IQ IQ -- IQ IQ IQ

Materials 0.65 0.4 .5.9 0.41 0.03 0.022

Noise 0.15 NQ NQ NQ 0.03 0.1

Global warming 0.9- 0.8- 0.9- 0.7- 0.43- -0.02-
22.9 19.7 22.5 16.4 10.6 0.42

Other Impacts NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ

Sub-total 26.6- 21.2- 203- 21.1- 4.4- 6.0-6.4
48.6 40.1 224 36.8 14.6

Total NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ NQ

NQ - Not quantified IQ - quantified but not yet valued

***EC/DGXII =7 SU



9
Ilk,

Wind turbine Hy4E22ower
SW Central SW Central

Fuel cycle damage (mECU/kWh) England Wales Norway France

Impacts of acid emissions 0.7** 0.7** NQ** NQ**

Global warming 0.2** 0.2** NQ** NQ**

Public accidents 0.09 0.09 NQ NQ

Occupational accidents 0.3 0.3 >0.003 0.05

Noise 1 0.07 neg. neg.

neg - negligible Visual amenity NQ NQ 2* NQ***

NQ - Not quantified Recreational NQ NQ 2* NQ***
CVM study

** Secondaryemissions

*EC/DGXII **kResultsnotyetavailable IE7! 



wind turbine Hydropower

SW Central SW Central
Fuel cycle damage (mECU/kWh) England Wales Norway France

Ecosystems neg. neg. 2* NQ***

Agricultural neg. neg. 0.01 neg.

Forestry 0 0 0.0003 neg.

Water supply 0 0 0.008 neg.

Sub-Total 2 1 2 NQ

NQ - Not quantified Other impacts NQ NQ NQ NQ

neg. - negligible Total NQ NQ NQ NQ

CVM study
*** Resultsnotyetavallable

C/DGXII I E



Air releases - radiological impacts on public health

Water releases - radiological impacts on public health

e Waste disposal in the ground - radiological ipacts on public hoMth

,P Transportation - radiological and non-radiological impacts on Pumic eam

e Accidents - radiological impacts on public health and costs of radiation
protection measures

*Occupational impacts - radiological and non-radiological impacts

****#*EC/DGXII
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(5) Accounting for Data Uncertainties in Comparing Risks from Energy
Systems, tAnch Hauptmanns, Universitift Magdeburg, Germany





Ulrich Hauptrnanns
Otto-von-Guericke-Universitiit Magdeburg
Fakultat fiir Maschinenbau
Abteilung Anlagentechnik und Anlagensicherheit
Postfach 4120
D-39016 Magdeburg

Accounting for data uncertainties in comparing risks from energy systems

Paper prepared for the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on ,Approaches for Estimating
and Comparing Risks from Energy Systems in the Far Future", Vienna, Austria, 61 October
1997

Abstract

Data and models for risk comparisons are uncertain and this is true all the more the larger the
time horizon contemplated. Statistical methods are presented for dealing with data
uncertainties thus providing a broader foundation for decisions. Nevertheless, it has to be
borne in mind that no method exists to account for the ,unforeseeable" which is always
present in decision making with respect to the far future.

I Introduction

The debate on the risks of the peaceful use of atomic energy has intensified public awareness
of impacts on the environment. It is increasingly understood that almost all human activities
may adversely affect the environment, at least if they are carried out on a large scale. This is
true even for energy conversion options which for a long time have been considered free from
risk, e.g. the use of solar or wind energy. Therefore, it is reasonable to determine the impacts
resulting from the use of different energy sources. They should be compared with one another
and accounted for when making decisions on how to satisfy the energy demand of a country.
It must be kept in mind, however, that risk is only one aspect among many others in the
assessment of an energy supply system. According to [1] the following criteria should be
considered:

- economy,

- international compatibility,

- environmental compatibility,

- societal compatibility.

The interrelations between the different aspects should be accounted for. This is, however,
impossible given the present state of knowledge, particularly, if the degree of fulfilment of the
individual criteria is to be quantified.



A prerequisite for comparing risks is the use of clearly defined notions 2 In addition, the
choice of the basis of comparison requires special attention. For example, a power station of
1,000 MWe may serve as a reference; the corresponding number of units would have to be
taken if the plants were smaller. A different choice may be the total energy generation of a
plant during its lifetime. Another could be the services rendered to the end user; still another
the total risk of an entire electrical power grid. In this case the different areas of application of
the various processes for base, medium, and peak load would be accounted for. It is evident
that the choice of the basis of comparison will influence the calculated risk.

If the far future is the concern, systems have to be examined whose technical maturity has not
yet been reached, as for example the use of hellostats or of satellites for converting solar
energy. Judgments on the risks of long term storage of wastes have to be made. New, still
unknown options may arise. Naturally, in these cases less confidence should be placed on the
data than in the case of well-established systems like coal-fired or LWR power stations.

In perfon-ning risk comparisons for decision making it must be bome in mind that not all of
the available systems may be used in every country. For example, solar heat for electricity
generation is not economic in the FRG, because of climatic reasons.

The environmental impact frequently used as a yardstick for comparison constitutes a risk to
the population not directly concerned with the energy conversion process. In addition, those
directly involved in energy conversion are exposed to specific risks. Among them are
accidents which may occur during the mining of raw materials, transport, in the power station
itself, or during reprocessing and waste disposal. Occupational diseases may result from
adverse conditions at the place of work, for instance, silicosis among coal miners. In addition,
the construction of plants may cause accidents. In this context it must be borne in mind that in
general the volume of construction increases as the energy density of the exploited energy
source decreases. For this reason, the construction of the plants together with the required
materials represents an important risk contribution for renewable energy sources like solar or
wind energy.

2 Calculational procedures for risk comparisons

The total risk of a process for energy production comprises the risk of the conversion process,
a possibly required fuel cycle (including long term storage of wastes, if necessary), and the
risk derived from the construction of the plants and from the acquisition of the necessary
materials. Other aspects, for example, the risk of an insufficient energy supply as a
consequence of renouncing the building of power stations, is not normally addressed.

The assessment of any risk of mass phenomena, for example, from occupational or transport
accidents, is based on statistical evaluations of records on the past; for rare events, like core
melt in a nuclear reactor, analytical methods are used. Damage to health as a consequence of
emissions is estimated by epidemiological investigations and extrapolations from higher to
lower doses. In calculating the risk contributions from the installation of plants two different
methods are used: process analysis and input-output analysis.

In a process analysis the most important materials for building the plant are identified and
their necessary quantities are calculated. Drawing upon statistics for the industrial branches
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concerned, the risk caused by their production is assessed. This is augmented by the risks
from accidents during the transport of the building materials and the construction. The
procedure is schematically shown in Fig. I (cf. 3]).

In an input-output analysis the interactions of all segments of an economy are represented in
the for7n of a matrix. The lines contain the sales of the respective segments to all others; the
columns state the input of goods and services to one segment of the economy from all the
other segments. In this way, all goods and services received from any of the segments of the
economy are registered in monetary units. Using appropriate factors these may be converted
into risk numbers; for example, accidents per unit quantity of product for the different
segments of the economy.

The application of the input-output analysis to the assessment of risks is outlined in Fig.2,
which shows the model developed by the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) for the
calculation of the environmental impact and health effects of different technologies. In this
model the economy is divided into I IO segments.

Production Fatalities
of 0 occupational/
materials population

Transport o. data from Injuries
of accident 0 occupational/
materials statistics population

Plant Occupational
construction diseases

Emissions Health
caused by dose-effect 10 damage to
production relationship population
of materials

Fig. 1. Outline of the calculation of plant construction risks using a process analysis

The advantage of using the input-output analysis stems from the fact that the contribution of
the entire economy to the construction of a plant is accounted for. Therefore there is no need
to determine which materials and activities contribute substantially to risk, as is required for
process analysis.

Nevertheless, a limitation of both procedures is that all changes in the economy are assumed
to be marginal. The activities of building the power station must not interfere with the
economy so as to cause significant changes in the production and accident structure in the
segments involved. However, this does not apply to major programmes for promoting certain
energy systems. In such cases new production lines will have to be built and the figures from
the past will no longer be applicable. A detailed analysis of the economy would then be
required and the risk data to be used would have to be estimated by experts.
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Cost Breakdown
Labour requirements Impacts

Fabrication cost
- bought compo- Input-Output-Model Direct labour Direct occupational

nents equirements health impacts
- built components

Labour intensi Occupational hea
Construction cos coefficients impact coefficients
- services
- materials

system ystem-wide
la ur

ment

E0
a System-wide

Maintenance cost LU cost from ern-wide
- services
- materials BNL 110 residuals
- parts sector input- impacts

output model

Decommissioning coe c ents
cost Direct resiclual��
- services emissions
- materials

Fig 2 Outline of the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) model for calculating
environmental impacts and health effects (according to 41)

For treating entire energy systems the risk numbers thus obtained have to be introduced into
models where the projections of future energy demand would be combined with risk and
possibly economic considerations (cf. [5]). The objective function may be cost minimization
using risk as a constraint or vice versa. A serious problem then is that quantitates not readily
comparable as e.g. possible contribution to the greenhouse effect on one hand and the
potential impact of a nuclear accident on the other have to be compared. A way out of the
dilemma may be the formulation of levels of aspiration, i.e. setting upper limits to emission or
converting the quantities into acceptable societal costs.

The discussion may suffice to show that risk comparisons are beset by considerable uncer-
tainties referring to both models and input data. In what follows only the treatment of data
uncertainties will be dealt with. This does not imply, however, that modelling uncertainties
should not be addressed.

3 Data requirements and uncertainties

Quantification is only possible if input data is available. They concern the areas indicated in
Figs. I and 2 

It goes without saying that all this data is uncertain and becomes increasingly so the further
we look into the future, because extrapolations loose validity, totally new technical options
may become available, new insights into impacts may be gained etc.
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Among the sources of parameter uncertainties figure the following

- difficulties in delimitation

- lack of clarity of statistics

- insufficient knowledge of cause-relationship (e.g. impact of toxic substances, greenhouse
effect)

- ignorance about the future

Uncertainty manifests itself in the co-existence of several different data for the same
parameter, each of which potentially applies to the problem under study, ignorance in the
absence of data.

The inclusion of uncertainties is desirable because it means that all pertinent information is
taken into account.

In what follows a possible approach to dealing with data uncertainties is presented.

4 Mathematical treatment of uncertainties

The parameters input into the models are normally treated as fixed quantities. In order to
account for uncertainties a different statistical viewpoint is taken. The quantities are no longer
considered to be fixed but their behaviour is assumed to be random due to one or several of
the causes of uncertainty mentioned previously. Random variables are treated by statistical
distributions. In this context several cases may be distinguished, each requiring a specific
procedure

(1) several values are available

(2) two values are available

(3) one value and a generic statement on uncertainty is available (e.g. uncertainties of the
number of occupational deaths is IO%)

(4) only one value is available

The simplest situation is that where two or more observations are available (cases I and 2.
Then maximum-likelihood estimators may be calculated.

In what follows the procedure is shown for the lognormal distribution. The probability
density function (pdf) of that distribution is given by
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I - (in x -
f(X = � � exp x > 

V271SX 2s 2

where x is the random variable in question, e.g. the number dead in the population associated
with elecricity generation from nuclear fission, �t the mean value of the logarithms of that
variable and s the corresponding standard deviation. The distribution is characterized by its
expected value

S2
E[X exp(�t + - (2)

2

its median or 50th centile (50% of the values lie below and 50% above)

X50= et (3)

and its 5th and 95th centiles denoted byXO5, respectively byX95

X05 = 50 and X95 = X50 K95 (4)
K95

Kg, is the uncertainty factor defined as follows:

K =e 1.6449-s (5)
95

where the value of 16449 is the argument of the standard normal distribution corresponding
to a probability of 0.95. Hence, as is frequently done, the factor is chosen such that 90% of the
values of x lie between xO, adX9 I

The distribution parameters are estimated by

A N

�j Y In Xn (6)
N n=1

A I N A

s2 � � Y, (In Xn (7)
N - n=1

where N is the number of observations available.

The results of eqs. 6) and 7) are used in eq. (1) to estimate the corresponding parameters
there. For the values of Table I we have
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Table 1: Occupational deaths from the generation of 221 .1 0 6j of electricity

coal 6.1 - __L4.9 1.6 0,2 1.2
natural gas 0.1 0.1 0.082 .54

A A

91 0.4944 SI2 1.82 leading to an expected value of 4.1 and Kg, = 92 for coal and

A A 2
�t 2 - 193 06 S2 0.78 leading to an expected value of 021 and K95 4.3 for natural

gas.

The density function for coal is shown in Fig. 3.

1.0

0.8

0.6

median
0.4

0.2
expected val6e

95 th centil

:5 th 6ntile
0.0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
--------- D..

Fig. 3 Normalized density function for the number of occupational deaths on generating
2.2 1.1016 jof electrical energy from coal

Appropriate as well in the present context is the rectangular distribution, whose probability
density function (pdf) is as follows

7



if b!x>a
b a

f(X = (8)

0 otherwise

In eq.(8) b and a represent the upper and the lower observed value, if only two data are
available (case 2 or the greatest and the smallest observation in case of more than two data
(case I), the latter implying that the remainder of the data is ignored.

If only one value and an estimate for the error are given (case 3 the pdf of eq.(8) may be used
placing the value in the middle of the error range. The corresponding random quantity is then
evaluated from eq.(A2).

Should no error range be indicated (case 4 this may be assessed by an expert. The previously
outlined procedure may then be applied using the estimated error range. Alternatively, the
estimated error may be expressed in terms of the uncertainty factor K of eq.(5) using the
observed datum as expected value in eq.(2), whence I can be determined. The random
quantity is then calculated according to eq.(Al).

This may suffice for the present treatment keeping in mind nevertheless that other
distributions may be more appropriate depending on the nature of the data. However, the
procedures outlined here apply mutatis mutandis.

In order to evaluate risks according to procedures outlined in Figs. I and 2 addition and
multiplication operations have to be performed. The data uncertainties are propagated through
these operations using the Monte-Carlo method as described in Appendix A. In doing this,
random numbers are used according to the distribution chosen, e.g. log-normal, and a pre-
determined number of trials, P, is performed.

5 Data referring to the future

Special attention has to be given in the present context to data concerning the future. As far as
economic quantities are involved they may be discounted to the same moment in time using
standard procedures of financial mathematics.

Risks of technical systems to be compared referring to the future are likely to decrease
because it may be assumed that there is progress in safety. The assumption of decrease is,
however, beset by larger uncertainties than statements concerning the present.

These larger uncertainties may be accounted for by multiplying the distribution with a
correcting distribution represented e.g. by a lognormal with an expected value of I and a
factor of Kg, estimated according to the situation, hence ,widening" the original distribution.

For example, if the data for coal of the Table I referred to the year 21 00 a decrease of risk of
10% might be assumed. The uncertainty factor of the correcting distribution is fixed on the
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basis of judgment, say K9 = for the present case. This would lead to a new distribution with
a mean value of 36 and K95 = 15.5

Different values adapted to differing time horizons considered are naturally possible. Risk
estimates for quite remote options would then be assigned large factors of uncertainty, e.g.
K95 = 20 or 30.

6 Risk comparisons accounting for uncertainties

If uncertainties are accounted for in comparing the risks of several options, distributions
instead of single values have to be compared. The procedure is illustrated by comparing the
data for coal with those for gas from Table .

The evaluation procedure leads to the convolution integral as described in Appendix B. Its
evaluation in the present case gives an overlap probability of 0066. This is so low that, even
in view of the uncertainties involved, the data warrant the statement that the risk for gas is
lower than that for coal. This would be true as well, if the corresponding mean values were
compared. The situation would change, however, if the data for coal and gas were only known
with considerably larger uncertainty, say for the sake of example K95 = 30. In that case the
probability of overlap would be 02 and the superiority of gas might well be questioned.

7 Conclusions

The inclusion of uncertainties provides a broader and more reliable basis for risk comparisons.
It is mandatory since most data involved are uncertain and the necessity to account for fature
developments enhances this fact.

Nevertheless it has to be borne in mind that the future also involves unforeseeable
developments which cannot be accounted for, however good the treatment of uncertainties.

Appendix A: Monte-Carlo Procedure

The mathematical operations for quantifying risks (e.g. additions and multiplications for the
procedures of Figs. I and 2 are carried out P times. The results converge stochastically
towards the real values with increasing P. Each evaluation is a trial which gives a different
value for the risk, hence producing a distribution for the risk value, which reflects the
uncertainty of the input data. This data is represented by distributions and in every trial a
relization in conformity with this distribution is generated, as explained below.

if ZP', and Z,,2are two independent random numbers uniformly distributed in [0, 1 ] we have for

log-normally distributed quantities

JfT-Zp- S �t

XP =e 1 -COs(2'n'Zp,2)"+' (Al)
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uniformly distributed quantities

X a b - a ZP', (A2)

where p denotes the pth trial.

Appendix B: Calculation of the overlap probability of two distributions

The distribution of the difference of the two random variates defined on the positive half-axis
is given by

00 = 
Fz =P�Z=Y-X<0j= f X(x) f gy(y) dy dx (B 1)

0 0

where fx(x) and gy(y) both are pdf e.g. according to eq.(1). Evaluation of eq.(B I) leads to the
convolution integral

00
Fz = 1z=Y-X<O1= ffX(x).Gy(z+x).dx (B2)

0

The probability of overlap is obtained if z is equal to 0. Introducing fx(x) und Gy(z + x)
according to eq. (1) then gives

I 0 I (Inx - �tj Inx-92
F - -f X exp 2 s2 S2 dx (B3)
Z 2 �-sj0 1

where subscripts I and 2 refer to the respective distributions (that for fatalities produced by
electricity generation from coal, respectively natural gas in the present case)and is the
standard normal distribution. Eq.(B3) must be evaluated numerically.
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Benefits of Use in Power Generation

ew Efficiencies above 50% in combined cycle
applications

1w Compared with coal, 40% less C2 per
unit of energy generated

E S2 and particulate emissions eliminated
and NOX reduced, (cofiring option)

Costs less than equivalent sized coal plant

Increased use subject to:

Increase in overall energy prices to reflect
economic and environmental costs of using
coal

Capability of global markets to secure long
term investments in transportation

24:iaa6m



Average plant efficiencies <30% 35-38 in
industrialized countries)
[When il =25Yo 1% increase in il reduces C02 3 3 Yq]

R�DIA

High ash content in coal results in poor heat transfer
and metal erosion. Specific Fuel Consumption,
(pithead/bus), can reach 71 Og/kwh.

Use of washed coal loaded over 1 000 KM could
reduce annual C2 emissions by 53 Mt by 2010.

CHINA

Small, 50 MWe) plants proliferate and remain in
service beyond retirement due to acute power
shortages.
(SFC's of 450g/kwh)

Increasing average plant efficiency to 35% by 2010
emissions b -- 13 0 Mt.

could reduce anual C2 y

24:iaea6m



Benefits of Reducing Ash Content:

sw Improved efficiency in transport/handling

ow Enhanced heating value & boiler operating
efficiency

Reduced erosion/corrosion

Reduced bottom ash/fly ash for disposal

Other Major Benefit:

Reduction in S2 emissions of 10 - 30%

Trade-offs:

Additional investment
(incremental power cost of 21/6)

Wet product may require further treatment
which can, itself, cause subsequent product
instability

24Jaca6or.



TRUTEDUCING PARTICULATE EVUSSIONS

Many existing power plants in developing countries
have only rudimentary usually inadequate particulate
removal.

These plants contribute significantly to high ambient
TSP concentrations in the atmosphere in urban areas.

Problem is exaggerated by the use of coals with high ash
content, 30 - 40 /6)

Costs of particulate control are manageable in most
countries, 2 to % addition to the cost of power). Easily off
set by savings on avoided increased health costs of continued
emissions.

ESPs have 99.9% efficiency. TSP loading down to 100
mg/N& in exit gas readily achieved.
(EU standard for 500 MWe)

Fabric filters could be less expensive than ESPs for high
ash coals.

24:ia=6=.



POWER PLANT-SPECIFIC MITIGATION MEASURES
Potentially applicable for Hi-oh Sulphur Coals

(Compared with conventional PF plant)

...........

4.c on:... ..... .. 1 1
. ... . ......... .... ...... ... 0. : .. W; 1004HAITI.. .. ........ . ..... .. . ... X .' ... ... ... . . .... ..

"Vo ...... .................... V�;!�� U, 3 q era :0R d ... d"............ .. as a'. r... .... .......... . .. ........... .. ...t e
.. .... .... ..

U ion
. ... .. . ...... ..... ... ..... .. ... ..... ....... ..

..................

Physical Coal Beneficlation +ve 1 - 30 Reduced bottom Coal washery
ash discharge

Wet FGD & deNOx, [SCR] -ve >90 80 90 Large volumes of
(8% of output marketable

power) Gypsum

Sorbent Injection and We 60 - 70 Increased fly ash Leaching
spray-dry FGD (unreacted lime, from dumps

sulphated
sorbent)

Nat. Gas Cofiring -ve <25 60-70

Low-NOxBurners/Air stagl9_9 20 - 0

90 70

EB/Ammonla -ve Saleable fertilizer

CFBC Acceptable >90 <60 Increased volume Leaching
efficiency over of dry alkaline
wide range of waste (Ca solids)

fuels

24:1aea8oct



PLANT SPECIFIC MITIGATION MEASURES
[Potentially applicable in Developing Countries]
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Physical 2% Well established
Coal Beneficiation technology

FGD & deNOx, SCR] 350 10 to Extensive
20% experience

new & retrofit

50 to 100 Limited
Sorbent Injection and experience on
spray-dry FGD high sulphur coals

15 to 30
Nat. Gas Cofiring or
Reburning

5 to 25 Widely used
Low-NOX Burners Air
Staging

Combined SOX NOX removal 250 to Developmental
(EB/Ammonia) 350

1600 Extensive
CFBC (New plant) experience

<250 MWe
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HIGH EFFICIENCY COAL USE TECHNOLOGIES
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PFBC +5% 90-95% 150 300 mg Repowering in
<10 NO 2/M3 at 6%02 100 to 200 MWe

(70-100 MWe) sizes (China)

1GCC +5 to 10% <5 95-99% 120 - 300 mg Refineries 
(250-300 MWe) (<10mg/NM3 NO 2/M3 at 6%0 2 Phased

construction

Large Capacity +2 to 3 1/2 90 500 - 650 mg New plants
Supercritical PFC ; (350-700 MWe) N02 /M3 at 6%02
FGD & de NO
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tnergy-reiaten 1;U2 emissions y sector

Industry 20% Transport 27%

Agriculture 2%

Residential and
Commercial 17%

Electricity, oil refining 34%

a) Includes international marine bunkers.
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Table 2
ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PRIMARY SOURCE (PERCENTAGES)

PRIMARY SOURCES 1970 1973 1975 1980 1985 1990 -4555
Natural gas 8.9 10.2 13.8 15.5 18.7 24.0 24-11

72.5 75.4 70.3 67.2 58.5 56.7 59.2
Solid fuels 9.2 7.3 7.4 8.5 11.1 9.5 804-

Omary electric energy 8.7 7.0 8.0 7.8 8.1 5.1
Eledric energy rn 'ort 0.7 0.1 0.5 1.0 3.6 4.7
TOTALENERGY 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 400.0

NOTE:
Hydro and geo-electricity, nuclear energy
Calculated as import-export balance



International commitments for air pollution

Reference level Commitment Situation in 1993
and date

sox 321 kt (1 980) Red. 30% in 1993 (Helsinki Protocol) Target achieved
(1 988 kt in 1989)

NOx 1793 kt (I 987) Stabil. in 1994 (Sofia Protocol) Current levels probably higher than i
1987

1704 kt (1 986) Red. 30% in 1998 Target difficult to achieve
(Sofia Declaration)

Voc 1879 kt (I 988) Red. 30% in 1999 Current levels probably higher than in
(Geneva Protocol) 1988

.a%02 421 Mt (I 990) Stabil. in 2000 at European Community Emissions are increasing; Progress
level foreseen'

)Ource: OECD.



CURRENT FUTURE ACTIONS

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES

eE.I.A. FOR ENERGY DEVELOPMENTS

*NATIONAL PLAN FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT IMPLEMENTING
AGENDA 21

*NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR LIMITING
CARBON - RELATED EMISSIONS TO
1990 LEVELS BY 2000

e PERIODIC REPORTS TO COMPLY
WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE
FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON
CLIMATE CHANGE



.POTENTIAL EMISSIONS BY THIE YEAR 2000

MTOE MMtCO2

iggo-.,) 163.5 421-

188 .488
OUT sim��

MEASURES

178 430
WITH MEASURES %N==



FURTHER POSSIBLE ACTIONS FOR LIMITING THE
EMISSIONS OF C02 BY THE YEAR 2000 TO THE

LEVELS OF 1990
1. OBJECTIVES

.EMISSIONS 1990 421 MMt C02

EMISSIONS 2000 430 MMt C02

tTBER R UCTION OF
EMISSION BY TBE YEAR 2000 9 MMt C02

2. ACTIONS

1.5 INCENTIVES IN THE E9DUSTRIAL AND TRANSPORT
SECTORS

2.1 TECEMCAL NORMS AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
STANDARDS IN THE TRANSPORT AND DOMESTIC
SECTORS

2.1.1TECBMCAL NORMS AND ENERGY Y
STANDARDS IN TE MANUFACILIRING PROCESSES

3.1 VOLUNTARY AGR.EEMENTS BETWEEN
ADMINISTRATION AND COMPANIES ON FU LTHER
ACTION IN FAVOUR OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN TIM
INDUSTRIAL AND TRANSPORT SECTORS

3.2 LEAST COST PLANNING AND DEMAND SIDE
MANAGEMENT IN THE DOMESTIC SECTOR

4. INFORMA.TION CAMPAIGNS, PRODUCT QUALIFICATION
AND CONSUMER CONSULTANCY IN TBE TRANSPORT
AND DONIESTIC SECTORS

5.4 INVESTMENT IN NEW TECHNOLOGIES



In conclusion the national strategy concerning energy

sector is integrated with other policies, related to

economics, transport and international cooperation, all

focused to the protection of the environment.

A high environmental performance must be based on

environmental effectiveness and economic efficiency

criteria: it can be met implementing medium and long

term objectives.

The medium term strategy is based on total emission

reduction objectives, to comply with international

commitments, in particular under the Geneva

Convention on long-range transboundary air pollution. In

fact national plans have as a principal target the

adoption of energy conservation measures.

On the other hand, the long term policy could be

oriented towards the increasing use of new clean

technologies, such as renewable sources and nuclear

fusion.
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The Austrian Research Centers Activities in Energy Risks
L&EA Technical Committee on Recommended Approaches for Estimating and Comparing

Risks from Energy Systems in the Far Future
Oct.6-10, 1997

Among the institutions involved in energy analyses in Austria the risk context is being treated by
three different etities: the Energy Consumption Agency, internationally known as EVA, the
Federal Environmental Protection Agency, or Urnweltbundesarnt assessing mainly the
environmental risks involved and the Austrian Research Centers, working on safety and risk
evaluation.

The Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf draws form its proficiency in Reactor Safety and
Fusion Research, two fields of experience it has been involved in since its foundation, for some
40 years now.

Nuclear energy, as you probably know, is not well accepted by the Austrian population.
Therefore in our country only energy systems with advanced safety level might be accepted in
the far future. This means for us that the development of methods to compare risks is an
important task.

The characteristics of energy systems featuring advanced safety levels are:

A very low hazard potential and a focus on deterministic safety instead of probabilistic safety,
meaning to rely on inherently safe physics concepts, confirmed by probabilistic safety evaluation
results.

in our opinion this can be achieved by adequate design of

• FUSION REACTORS
• ADVANCED FISSION REACTORS
• ALL DIFFERENT RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY

Fusion:
Expecting essential progress in the fsion research, Austria participates in the fsion program of
EURATOM. Our present activities are:

• Plasma physics
• Dynamics of the fusion reaction
• Modeling of the abnormal transport behavior
• Divertor and First Wall plasma interaction and activation

A ffirther area of research is the development of materials capable to carry all the loads of a
fusion power plant.

In the EURATOM fi-amework program which will start in 1999 we will make proposals for
fin-ther fusion research projects. The group at the Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf will step
up its activities. It is planned that in addition to physics and material science, safety will become
an important topic.

The basis of this new work is our extensive experience in fission reactors safety research. This
research includes the accident analysis, fault tree analysis and the deterministic investigation of

accident scenarios.



Though the source term in a fusion plant is different in nature, we are convinced that big part of
the methodological approaches can be transferred from fission to fusion safety. Top of the list is:

Tritium release. A lot of work has been already performed there, I refer to the following
studies: LTVRvfAK-I[I, NUWMAK and STARFIRE.

Contrary to the source term in a fission reactor, toxic poisons have to be considered.
Be, Be-steam reactions and their control can serve as one example.

Transient analysis code development: pressurized water cooling tube ruptures in a fusion
blanket (STARFIRE concept)

In this context an important subject will be the Probabilistic Analysis Methods (accident
initiating events, event trees, fault trees to define the key accident sequences, release magnitudes
and radioactive inventory, consequences).

A large family of accidents (in the ITER case) are grouped around the cooling system. In case of
ex-vessel coolant loss with continued plasma bum the plasma facing components can potentially
reach high temperatures and produce hydrogen by reacting with steam in cases of an additional
failure of in-vessel components.

Lastly it has to be proved that in the case of failure of the cooling system natural convection can
remove all excess heat.

In summarizing the goals to mention are:

Endorse the fusion power plants acceptability for the public.
Maximize the benefit from the inherently favorable safety characteristics of fusion.
Assess dose/release limits for the design derived from the recommendations of ICRP
and IAEA and finther reduce release potentials and dose to the public to as low as
reasonable achievable quantities.
Minimize the safety relevance and dependence on safety assessments otherwise
required for plasma physics effects not investigated to the appropriate extent yet.

Advanced fission reactors:

The basis in this area are evaluations of several different more advanced reactor concepts which
have been conducted already. Studies on such proposals as the Rubbia concept" are conducted
when the scientific community is taking notice of their development. As soon as one of the
concepts will become more realistic, we are prepared to focus on it and set up a research task
force.

All these work would not address the full spectrum of risk potential of the technology in question
if there would not be enough experience available also for the waste treatment and
deconunissioning part of the energy technology to be analyzed. We have worked in this field and
developed processes allowing for controlled risk perspectives also for final disposal.

Finally I would like to stress that we expect this meeting to broaden our view on the methods to
compare risks posed by energy systems and we wish for a successful meeting.
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TieRoeofRs nEectrcty

Resource P anning

Dr. Gerd Nicodemus, IEA

IAEA, Vienna, 6t October 1997



sources r s

liberalisation of environmental effects
electricity markets of energy choice

- risk and market forces - climate change risk
are introduced in the impacts from
power generation combustion of fossil
market fuels

- places electric utility - environmental impacts
profits at risk from nuclear waste

- short-term risk - long-term risk
considerations considerations



dimensions of electricity market liberalisation

• liberalisation trend in OECD- and non-OECD-countries

• objective to improve economic efficiency

• privatisation of previously state-owned utilities

• introduce competition in the power generation sector

• transmission and distribution remain regulated (because of
ever-increasing returns to scale, natural monopoly)

• deregulation, reduction of command and control policies to
achieve policy objectives.



impacts of electricity market liberalisation

economic impacts non-economic impacts
- generators seek cost - no incorporation of

reduction potentials public policy objectives
- capital costs will be - cost to accomplish

determined by financial public policy objectives
markets become more transparent

- change in the allocation - other requirements have
of risks to be made explicit

- market-oriented policy
instruments to achieve
these become more
attractive



factors having impact on the choice of

generating options

government considerations firm considerations
- environmental - power generation costs

implications 9 capital costs
- security of supply * long-term fuel costs

(energy diversification) o fuel availability

- public acceptability - demand growth rate

- employment - technical factors
implications (system reliability safety,

- export opportunities size, flexibility, etc.)

- balance of payment - compliance with
considerations present/future environ-

mental standards



O'W 0 inar cets an e r s

increased usage of financial risk
management techniques

- risk adjusted discount rates (CSPM-model)

- options theory (asymmetric regulatory risk)

- portfolio considerations

non-economic criteria will no longer be
considered

unless externalities are internalised by policy
instruments
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ris inana einent a] roac es

risk adjusted discount options theory
rates approach (radr) - environmental risks

- utilities will lose access to translates in environmental
gvt. bond market regulatory uncertainties

- cashflows will become - investment in power
more volatile generation implies com-

- discount rate determined by mitment/loss of flexibility
expected payoffs of projects due to large sunk costs/

- market risk of asset deter- capital stock inertia
- real investment kills the

mines cost of capital/dr option to wait for more info
- risk premium is required for - markets price this risk: risk

periods of overcapacity adjustment of discount rate
- regulatory risk - favours flexible options



risk nianagenient policies

diversifiable risk e non-diversifiable risk
- risk spreading by invest- market risk (variability in

ment in different pro- expected revenues, no eli-
jects (portfolio, BP mination by diversification,
example, solar energy) risk premium compensates

- project-specific risk for sensitivity with overall
cancelout market movement)

- different projects res- due to overall economic
pond to varying circum- development (periods of
stances (favours small/ overcapacity, etc.)
flexible solutions) according to CAPM

- investors price radr accounts for market
regulatory risk risk



will liberalised markets deliver the goals set by
governments ?

... governments want to stick to their long-term policy-objectives)

• increase in overall efficiency

• environmental objectives

- cost-reductions imply higher energy efficiency

- internalisation of external costs into prices will be more
cost-effective within competitive markets

- market-based instruments preferred to direct control

- change in allocation of risks reveals true cost of capital

• security of supply

- flexible options with short lead times favoured

• opportunity costs for policy objectives will be made
more explicit



how should policy-makers cope with long-term
environmental risks (e.g. climate change, nuclear waste)?

risk management

• risk allocation (assigned to responsibility)
- use markets to allocate risks in a cost-effective way

- provide risk generators with ex ante economic incentives

• risk reduction
- precautionary investments (reduce total risk of portfolio, include

immediate emission reductions, R&D, R&D to reduce uncertainties)
- learning over time provides an additional value (option value)

- irreversibility (recognize value of flexibility)

• risk spreading (portfolio yields on average a better outcome)
- diversification of energy options
- avoid long-term lock in commitments to energy choices
- provide future flexibility
- policy measures be adjusted to risk-cost ratio at the margin



precautionary principle and the electricity sector

• internalisation of externalities (full cost-pricing)

• risk impacts on monetary valuation and discounting
64

- public good"-character of environmental risk implies that risk
pooling among individuals is not possible

- assignment of (-) risk premium to evaluate environmental risk
(future environmental costs attain greater importance) due to risk-
averse individuals in average

- recognize the value of flexibility (option value)

• ensuring cost-effective risk reduction
- setting ex ante economic incentives for risk generators

- translates in ) risk premiums accounting for environmental risk

project specific discount rate should display risk-ad usted societal
opportunity cost of capital
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environmental risk and the discount rate

liberalisation of electricity markets
- project discount rates will be higher

risk management policies must recognize value of flexibility
- due to irreversibility, learning over time

- degree of environmental irreversibility (rate of natural decay) has
to be considered

- usage of discount rate reveals commitment to future environmental
impacts and the associated relevant time horizon

- trade-off between preserving flexibility and current costs has to be
considered

- ex ante economic incentives are potentially useful for risks
emanating from continual and predictable emissions



open value approach for energy choices

governmental perspective market perspective
- ongoing uncertainties - capital stock inertia
- environmental irreversibi- (differences among energy

lities (sunk cost f. society, choices, depending on rate
depending on the rate of of capital stock decay)
natural decay) - uncertainty about future

- learning over time costs of environmental
- sequential decision-making compliance
- option value - option value
- risk-adjustment to lower - risk-adjustment to

discount rate increase discount rate



conc us ons

• market liberalisation favours more flexible, efficient options
- risk-adjusted discount rates will account for different project risks
- regulation shifts to incentive-based rather than direct control

• choice of social discount rate
- take degree of environmental irreversibility into account (time

period affected by economic activity) to preserve flexibility
44

- public good" character of environmental risk requires lowering
discount rate

• elaborated risk-management policies are helpful in
identifying cost-effective energy options
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Environmental Impacts of Energy Alternatives - Indian Scenario

P.H. Ghosh and V.V. Pande
Atomic Energy Regulatory Board

India
INTRODUCTION

The eneration of electricity by any energy source usually entails emissions and disposal of waste
products to air, water and land, gving rise to potentially short or long term impacts, either
immediately or after a considerable time has elapsed. At present there are economical and
technological limitations to the elimination of these emissions and wastes. Thus, there will always
be environmental impacts with the present day commercially available electricity generation

technologies. The nature and extent of envirorunental impacts depend on the nature and the
quantity of the fuel used, the method of conversion, the level of pollution control technology and
the efficiency of the pollution control unit's operation. The environmental impacts of alternative
energy systems available at present are not fixed, but are dependent on the resource employed to
curtail them. Althoughwaste discharge during electricity generation depends to a large extent on
the pollution control technology employed for the purpose, there are emissions, which are in a
sense, intrinsic with the fuel used. The examples include carbon ioxide emissions from fossil

fuels and radioactive releases from nuclear fuel cycle.

To-day some people are more concerned about the environmental risks from technologies. The

power generation from nuclear plants might have inspired this awareness for it is only in nuclear
power plants an effort is made to identify the hazards and to quantify the risks. The necessary
adequate consideration was given from the very beginning to the total protection of the environment
in case of power generation based on nuclear fuel cycle in India. Tis can be aptly illustrated by
quoting a portion of the Office Order issued by the Father of the India's nuclear power programme,
Dr. Bhabha. 'Radioactive substances and source of radiation should be handled not only in a
manner which fully ensures that no harm can come to workers in the establishment or any one
else but also in an exemplary manner so as to set a standard wch other organisations in the
country may be asked to emulate ...... In any nuclear power plant in India at the time of design and
construction appropriate measures have been taken to fulfil there objectives. Twenty five years of
operating experience and the environmental effects of the nuclear power plant indicates negligible
amount of additional radiation level compared to the natural radiation background in the
immediate vicinity of the power plant. Therefore it can be conclusively said that there is hardly any
radiological impact. In considering the overall impact of any industry on the environment other
effects may also become important. These include aesthetics, effects of flora and fauna, land use
change, depletion of natural resources, materials used, waste disposal and social impacts etc.

In this paper, a few of the effects mentioned above, arising out of energy alternatives have been
considered.

MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION

Am POLLUrANTS

Fossil Fuelled Technologies

Most fossil fuelled technologies produce air pollutants - like itrogen oxides, sulphur ioxides and

carbon dioxide - those are believed to contribute to acid rain and global warming. Reductions in
carbon dioxide emissions can be achieved by switching fuel from high to low carbon sources or
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alternatively changing the source of fuel to non carbonaceous. Sulphur ioxide emissions can be
reduced b switching to desulphurisation process.

Nuclear Technologies
The nuclear power plant is inherently free from emissions of carbon dioxide, nitrogen odes,
sulphur dioxides, and other greenhouse gases; however, considering total energy cycle approach
some amount of such emissions have to be accounted to fossil fuels utilised during construction of
nuclear power plants and mining and processing of nuclear fuel materials. The main environmental
impact from nuclear power plants is due to emissions of very low level radioactive gases and low
level radioactive liquids which are however, controlled so as not to increase the radioactivity in the
environment to any significant level beyond the background.

Renewable Energy Systems
Some renewable technologies offer an alternative path for reducing pollution at the plant level, e.g.
solar, wind, wave, ocean thermal and tidal power. Airborne emissions from geothermal energy
using such technologies are C02, as exhaust of the spent steam into the atmosphere.

SOLID WASTE

Fossil Fuelled Technologies
Solid waste production from fossil fuel fired power plants and their fuel cycle is a wide ranging
subject. This paper focuses on the coal fuel cycle since the related solid waste problems are more
serious than those of the natural gas and oil cycles.

Nuclear Technologies
Nuclear power and its fuel cycle produce radioactive wastes in which there are varying degrees of a
range of adioactive isotopes. The problems of managing and disposing of this waste are most
demanding for igh level waste which esults from the reprocessing of spent fuel.

Renewable Energy Systems
On the whole the amount of solid waste produced by renewable energy sources at the plant level is
very limited compared with fossil fuelled power plants.

La densely populated areas the comparative assessment of alternative electricity supply options is
increasingly determined by the land requirements for the technologies. Economic criteria such as
acquisition costs, environmental impacts such as land degradation or diminishing habitat for flora
and fauna and such other aspects gain importance in the choice of electricity generation options.
Land requirements receive special importance when electricity plants or systems are in direct
competition with agricultural land usage. In evaluating the land requirements conditions need to
be addressed are: the physical space requirement of the plant itself, the net land requirement and
the gross land requirement. Comparative assessment of specific land requirements for the different
electricity generation technologies discussed in this paper restricts itself to those necessary for
plant operation.

For the fossil fuels, some of the local and regional impacts are ground and surface water
contamination, forest degradation from sulphur dioxide and nitrogen odes emissions. With
respect to the nuclear cycle, some of the local and regional impacts are ground and surface water
contamination, radiation effects, and land/water contamination under accident conditions. As for
the renewable energy sources, some of the local and regional impacts are atmospheric pollution
during construction and changes to the hydrological patterns and water quality. Only in the case
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of fossil fuel, there could be long term global impacts like climate change from carbon diox:ide and
other greenhouse gas emissions.

Three main categories of pollutants are evident. The frst consists of gases that have long residence
time globally i.e. carbon dioxide emissions. The second comprises emissions or effluents with
shorter residence times leading to regional impacts. The acid 'depositions with characteristic
res'dence times of a few days and transport potential of a few thousand kilometres exemplified by
sulphur dioxide, fall under this category. The third category of predominantly local impact is
composed of heavy hydrocarbons and particulate which are deposited in hours and travel less than
100 km from their source.

Examples of largely local impacts from electricity generating facilities can be found world-wide in
many urban situations and in other areas where large facilities are sited. They include emissions
to the atmosphere, via cooling towers, stacks, venting ducts, fuel handling or ash disposal
activities. Fuel combustion, particularly that of fossil fuel, has resulted in significant emissions of
sulphur dioxide and nitrogen odes to the atmosphere over recent decades leading to regional
impacts

An attempt is being made in this paper to analyse the effect of increasing power generation on the
envirorunent. Based on the present day technology it is not possible to make reasonably accurate
predictions on the effect of the present day pollution discharges leave alone the increased level in
the years to come, the green house effect, the problem of radioactive waste or the effect of
impounding large volumes of water though the qualitative effects can be studied on the basis of
relative undesirabihty. As such the analysis given here are either qualitative in nature or indicative
of trends only.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION

COAL FUEL CYCLE

The coal based fuel cycle contains the following stages: mining, transportation, combustion, power
transmission and solid waste disposal. Ming activities, particularly open cast ining operation
result in the deterioration of air quality and degradation of land and soil erosion. The main air
pollution effects for the coal fuel cycle are acid rain and the greenhouse effect. The former is due to
sulphur oides and latter is due to carbon ioxide. The acid rain has caused severe damage to the
flora and fauna in many parts of the world. Carbon dioxide is transparent to incoming solar
radiation but retains the longer wavelength heat back near the earth's surface. This trapping of the
heat near the earth's surface is known as the greenhouse effect. The pre-industrial level of carbon
dioxide was 280 PPM and the 1990 value is 353 PPM. The rate of carbon dioNdde increase is 0.5%
per year due to anthropogenic emissions. The rate of accumulation from fossil fuel burning and
deforestation is 4 per annum As per estimates a doubling of carbon ioxide content from the
pre-industrial level will cause an increase in temperature of 46 deg.C which will result in the
melting of the ice sheets in Antarctica.

Burning of coal results in vitrification of ash, 20% of which is heavy and appears as slag. The
balance is a light fraction particulate with sizes ranging from 1 / 1 000 of a micron to micron. Coal
contains significant quantities of naturally occurring radionuclides such as K40, U-238, Th-232
and their decay products whose concentration gets enhanced in burning process. The trace
elements found in coal are arsenic, cadmium, cobalt, chromium, mercury, etc.
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Indian coal has a very high ash content 30 - 0 %) and hence the fly ash problem in India is very
severe. Based on coal consumption during the year 1993-94 approximately 33 million tormes of f1v
ash was generated in India from the coal fired thermal power stations. The land requirement for
disposal of tis ash is continuously increasing and use of this conventional system also causes air,
soil and water pollution. The disposal of fly ash near water bodies will also create difficulties as in
addition to radionuclides, toxic trace elements may also get washed out. Alternate use of ash in
road buildings, bricks etc. are being pursued in India to some extent.

OIL FUEL CYCLE

The major emissions and solid and Equid waste streams associated with the oil cycle are generated
during extraction, transportation, refining, construction and combustion at a power plant. In the
refinery, liquid effluents contain grease, phenol, chromium, lead, and numerous dissolved and
suspended organic and inorganic chemicals in lesser amounts. The releases to the air in the
refinery as well as in the power plant include carbon dioxide, nitrogen odes, sulphur dioxide and
organic chemicals. Oil is also lost by blowouts or spills at wells. The waste heat and boiler-wash
waste effluents are also discharged to water.

NATURAL GAs CYCLE

The emissions and waste streams arise from extraction, processing, transmission and combustion
at a power plant. The flue gas emissions include sulphur dioxide, nitrogen odes, various organic
chemicals and particulate. In addition, there is methane loss during gas transmission to the plant.

NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

The uranium mining and mling, fuel fabrication, power plant operation, spent fuel reprocessing
and management of high level wastes are the components of a nuclear fuel cycle. The main
environmental impact from nuclear power plants is due to emission of very low level radioactive
gases and low level radioactive liquids. These emissions are strictly regulated and controlled, with
the discharge limits set such that even the most exposed persons living in the vicinity of the
nuclear power plant are subjected oy to very small risks to health. For the nuclear cycle, the
emissions are generated mainly during uranium milling and reactor operation. The atmospheric
releases are radon and gaseous fission product radionuclides. The liquid releases in -Milling contam
small amounts of uranium, thorium and radium and in power plant operation, releases contain
radioactivity due to fission products.

RENEWABLE ENERGY CYCLE

Airborne emissions from geothermal energy are carbon dioxide, exhaust of the spent steam into the
atmosphere, hydrogen sulphide, mercury, mmonia. and radon. W"tes are generated during dam
construction, extraction of geothermal fuel, fabrication of fuel cell, collector panel and wind mill
and biomass production.

HYDROELECMC CYCLE

Some of the important environmental consequences of hydroelectric stations are loss of vast areas
of habitat for the people, impoundment of large mass of water which may induce seismic activity as
in the case of dam induced Koyna earthquake of 1967 which caused 200 deaths and destruction of
houses. The evaporation losses in a reservoir are higher than in the original river system which
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leads to increase in concentration of dissolved solids. pH & oygen are lower at greater depths in
reservoirs; carbon dioxide and inorganic nutrients register increased levels and these conditions
favour rowth of macrophytes and phytoplankton which provide the much needed habitat for
diseases such as malaria. The severest of the social impact of hdroelectric projects is perhaps the
land submergence and the displacement of large populations.

ENERGY SCENARIO IN INDIA

India saddled with high population density and low standard of living faces an uphill task.

As mentioned earlier all transformation of energy to useable form have environmental impact. In
India, from all sides be it written media, electronic media or learned publications, it is being
emphasised that something radical has to be done about pollution control.

To some it has assumed a significance almost amounting to opposing any development and a
review of the population growth from 1972 and its projection unto the year 2020 AD indicates that
global population is expected to increase from a figure of 3760 millions in 1972 to a figure of 6193
millions by the year 2000 AD and is projected to reach a staggering figure of 8000 millions by the
year 2020 AD. India contributes 16% of the total population as per 1991 census and this figure is
expected to rise to 25% by 2020 which means in less than 25 years one person in every four win be
from Indian sub-continent. One also notices with a high degree of apprehension that the time of
doubling the population has become slightly more than 35 years and a these directly reflect on
the efforts necessary for electricity generation.

Availability of per capita power in India was aftnost negligible and was of the order of 15 kWh in
1950 which increased to 300 kWh presently which is 40 times less than the consumption by the
North American countries and 15 times less than that of Singapore and times less than that of
the average consumption of that of the world. Due to very low industrial growth in spite of high
growth rate of population the industrial pollution created by India has been moderate. The present
installed capacity of electricity generation in India is 6 ,000 TMW thermal, 2 ,500 MW hydroelectric
and 1640 MW nuclear. Utilisation factor of installed capacity based upon the figure of gross
generation of energy works out to be slightly above 50%. The planners are now aware of the
importance of the problem of meeting the peak demand. The estimate of required energy
consumption in a developing country like India in a warm climatic zone for maintaining a decent
standard of living has been worked out as 210 watts of electricity 839 watts of fuel in a total of
1049 watts. The break-up is given in the table below:

Activity Electricity (watts) Fuel(watts) Total(watts)
Residential 51 34 85
Commercial 22 22
Transportation 12 276 288
Manufacturing 121 429 550
Agriculture 4 41 45
Mining 59 59
Total 210 839 1049

Based on the above to support a population of 1000 million the annual demand for energy works
out as given below and can be considered as a conservative estimate of the future energy demand.
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A. Fuel

a) Oil equivalent of liquid and gaseous fuels - 260 x 1E6 Te
b) Coal equivalent (HCV of 3000 Kcal /kg of other fuel) - 1260 x 1E6 Te

B. Electricity

a)Total electrical energy - 1840 x OE9 kWh
b) Coal equivalent of fuel at 40% efficiency of conversion - 1300 x 1E6 Te
c) Installed capacity 368,000 MW
This installed capacity will require major addition to the esting capacity and the envi:onmental
impacts are highlighted subsequently.

COAL CYCLE:

The effect of environment may be divided into following categories:

1) Effect on vicinity

2) Effect within the political boundary of the country

3) Effect on adjacent regions

4) Effect on earth environment as a whole

Each of the above mentioned categories can be sub-divided into (a) short and (b) long term effect.

On the basis of average coal having a calorific ue of 3800 Kal/kg and weighted heat rate of
2065 cal/kWh for the power cycle fuel consumption will be of the order of 640 g/MWh and if the
following assumptions are made
a) Sulphur content - 06%
b) Nx - 200 mg/Nm3 of flue gas
c) Ash content - 40%
d) 80% Carbon in ash free coal
e) 80% of the ash generated will be fly ash
f) Electrostatic precipitator efficiency - 99.75%

Emission of gaseous pollutant per MWh generated will be approximately as follows:
a) S02 - 7.67 Kg
b) Nx - 0.76 Kg
c) Fly ash through stack - 0.5 Kg
d) C02 - 1124.00 Kg

For the fossil fuel field power station only C02 missions will have any global significance. The other
gaseous pollutants will have significant effects within the country causing respiratory problems
and affecting the flora and fauna. However, significant increase in generation of electrical -power in
the eastern region may lead to these pollutants to having an impact on the neighbouring countries
of Bhutan and Bangladesh. As regards its effect within the country almost a the pollutants have
adverse effect on human health as they all causes respiratory troubles. India which hardly
contributed 1% of the global pollution in the year 1950 contributes less than 25% now, Large
areas will be required to impound the ash and leaching of heavy metals may lead to poisoning of
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the lakes and rivers over a length of time and may also adversely affect the underground water.
Liquid pollutants generated by power generation are primarily from treatment of water. For the
future installed capacity of 368,000 MW the Indian contribution to the global eissions is given
below assumina that 70% of the power generated would be contributed by coal. To achieve this
targeted increase of power generation India may become a sizeable contributor of C02 and S02 to
the atmosphere in the future.

Gas Emission per year (MT.) Residence time.
Carbon dioxide CO2) 1450 1 00 v.
Sulphur dioxide SO2) 10 Davs to weeks
NOx 1 Days

I Fly ash through stack 0.65 hours
Total ash 330

The environment impact from a coal based power station based on present day technology is given
below. The total installed capacity of the plant is 2100 MWe with 3 units of 200 MWe and 3 uits
of 500 MWe each. The daily coal requirement is of the order of 32000 - 35000 Te's. The ash
content varies from 37.6 to 44.1 and the calorific value coal is approximately 3500 Kcal/kg.
Particulate matter, S02 & Nx are the main pollutants through stacks s given below.
Unit No Diam. Height Load Velocity Temperature Particulate S02

(m) (M) (MW) (M/sec) (OC) (mg/m3) (mgjm3)
1 5.0 200 200 19.45 110 146 536
2 5.0 200 204 16.67 110 145 525
3 5.0 200 210 18.33 110 142 542
4 6.75 220 500 16.11 105 135 528
5 6.75 220 468 13.33 110 148 516
6 6.75 220 386 14.72 120 122 538

The quality of the three main effluents from the plant are given in the Table shown below:

Parameter Plant effluent Cooling water Ash pond effluent
Quantity (m3/hr) 1000 240,000 2,500

pH 7-7.5 7-8.5 6.5-7.1
Temperature (oC) 28-32 23-30 22-33

TSS (mg/ 1) 60-250 135-250 500-1800
B. O.D (mg/') 5-15 10-16 -

Iron (PPB) 170 150 580
Cu (PPB) <20 <20 <20
Cd (PPB) <20 <20 <20

Cr(PPB) <25 <25 <25
Pb (PPB) < 50 <50 <50

The total quantity of ash produced is 12,700 Te's/day of which about 2540 Te's/day is bottom ash.
Out of 10160 Te's/day of fly ash 10,109 Te's/day is collected in ESPs. The total quantity of ash
disposal as solid waste is 12,649 Te's/day. The area of the ash pond is 390 ha and an additional
area of 445 ha is being acquired for future expansion. The composition of the fly ash is given
below. The units are PPM except where especially mentioned as %
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Element Concentration Range Mean
Na 165-87 298-2200 811
K 2264 0.37-1.60(%) -0.88(%)
Mn 213.84 180 1000 410
Fe 21500 2.60-15.0(%) 4.7(%)
Cu NA 43.0 - 190 100
Zn 20.61 7.9 - 300 100
Cr 71.69 58.8 - 222 120
Ni 17.13 56 - 290 150
Pb NA 5.3 - 5 35.0

The fly ash problem in India is quite severe and it is essential to set up coal washeries.

India USA/Germany etc.
Power Plant 210 MW 210 MW
Heat duty MK Cal/hr 454 454
Fuel fired MK Cal/hr 520 520
Heat value K. Cal/kg 3800 6000
Coal t/hr 137.5 87.5
Ash Content % 40 8
Ash generated t/hr 55 7

NUCLEAR CYCLE:

For the nuclear fuel cycle in the Indian context, the environmental impact due to radiation
from the different stages of the fuel cycle is given below:

Uranium Mining Milling :The radiological impact in the public domain arises out of
environmental radon inhalation and radon releases from the tailings pond. The regional collective
dose due to radon inhalation is estimated at 3 person - Sv/GWe year and that fi7om. the tailings
pond 22 person-Sv/GWe year.

Fuel Fabrication: The collective dose in the public domain is virtually nil.

Power Plant Operation: The Atomic Energy egulatory Board has stipulated that exposure to an
individual member of the public from power plant releases shall not exceed msV/year.

The environmental radiation doses at nuclear po plant s are below in mSv/yr
TAPS RAPS MAPS NAPS

Natural background radiation 1.96 2.12 2.40 3.22
Dose limit from man-made sources 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Technical Specification limit 0.35 0.18 0.27 0.45
Actual dose to public at boundary 0.048 0.055 0.044 0.0009

Fuel Reprocessing:The environmental release from the facility is insignificant.

High level Waste Management: For the Tarapur Waste Management Facility the future projections
are 0. 5 person-Sv/ GWe year in the public domain.



HYDROELECTRJC CYCLE

In the context of the hvdroelecLric cvcle in India 1554 dams are estimated to have caused the

displacement of 65 - 7 million persons. The Narmada project will displace about 67,000 persons.

The displacement of human settlement results in severe social impacts such as obtaining less

productive land, psychological stresses due to unfamiliar environment etc. One estimate indicates

that an average hy el pr 'ect in India needs 0.186.sq. km/MWe compared to 00006 sq. km/MWe

for a nuclear plant. Data on land needs of maj nuclear and hdroelectric projects is given below:
Project Plant Type Capacity MWe Submerg 1

gence Rehabditation

area sq.km involved

Sharavati - Hydroelect 946 274 12000 persons

Bhakra Hvdroelect 1200 256 36000 persons

Tehri droelect 870 0 villages

Iddikki Hvdroelect 780 64 4nknown

Damodar Hvdroelect 93000 persons

Narmada Hvdroelect 1450 348 -67000 persons

Kalinadhi Hvdroelect 910 108

Varahi Hvdroelect �239 60

Kadra Hvdroelect 150 29

Gandhi sagar Hydroelect 120 53 70 village

Tarapur Nuclear 2 x 160 4* 200 families

Rajasthan Nuclear 2 x 200 15* None

Madras Nuclear 2 x 170 4* 700 persons, 3 villages

Narora Nuclear 2 x 220 4* 2000 persons,6 villages

Kakrapar Nuclear 2 x 220 t* None

Kaiga Nuclear 2 x 220 110* 320 persons

Including land for exclusion zone.

CONCLUSION

Indian society today is concerned about the health and environmental risks of technologies. The

major environmental issues of concern for technologies available for electricity generation are air

emissions, management of wastes generated and land requirements. The production of electricity in

India is primarily composed of a mix of thermal and hydroelectric power plants with nuclear energy

currently contributing to an extent of slightly above 2.0%. For maintafi-ling a decent ving standard

the present electricity generation has to be increased manifold and with the e.-dsting commercially

available technologies this can lead to a reater impact on the environment in the immediate

vicinity of plant unless a judicious mix is chosen. India which hardly contributed 1 of the global

pollution in the year 1950 contributes ab 'out 20% now and with the growth in electricity

generation its contribution will also be slightly increasing and hence environment will have to be

one of the guiding factors in future choice of technologies for the growth of electric power

generation.

Indian coal has a very high ash content 30 - 50 %) and hence the fly ash problem in India can be

severe. During the year 1993-94 approximately 33 million tonnes of fly ash was generated in India

from the coal fired thermal power stations. The land requirement for disposal of this ash is

continuously increasing. The disposal of fly ash near water bodies will also create difficulties as in

addition to radionuclides, toxic trace elements may also get washed out, Pollution from the use of

coal wl have a definite effect on the environment in addition to depletion of the energy source.
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ABSTRACT

The growing demand for electricity to support the economic development of the

country has prompted the Philippine government to emphasize sustainable development

and the integration of environmental concerns in the planning and implementation of

energy programs. Based on the new long term Philippine Energy Plan, 'the total energy

requirement will increase by an annual average of 66% up to the year 2025. There will be

a growing dependence on coal fuel which will contribute significantly to the total carbon

dioxide emissions in the next century. Activities on the comparative assessment of impacts

of the different energy sources are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Like many developing countries in the South East Asian Region, there is a rapidly

growing demand for electricity in order to support the economic development of the

Philippines into the twenty first century. Not too long ago, the government has pursued an

intensified electrification programme initially to solve the electricity supply shortages in 1992

and 1993 and later to boost economic growth. The programme unfortunately continued to

relegate environmental and social concerns and other externalities to the background. The

new Philippine Energy Plan', taking a cue from recent international developments, now

recognizes these concems and emphasizes "sustainable development as the cornerstone

of the government's development agenda'. Thus, hand in hand with continues

development of new energy projects to provide adequate, reliable and affordable energy to

the expanding industrial sector and to the confinuously growing populabon, there is now a

conscious effort to integrate environmental concerns in the planning and implementation of

energy programs. Efforts are now underway to consider environmental protection issues

in view of the increase in energy production and utilization. The social acceptability aspect

is also being considered with special attenfion to socioeconomic bnefits for local

communities hosting the energy projects. One of the initiatives therefore in the resolution

of social issues is on the integration of environmental oncerns in energy project planning.

Acbvifies along this line are a number of environmental programs now being

undertaken or planned to be started up to the next century. One of these is an ongoing

project in the Comparative Assessment of Environmental and Health Impacts of Philippine

energy sources. Most of the on-going efforts of the comparative project now deals mainly



vAth present and near term projected impacts. These impacts are very much dependent

on the national energy outlook for the future.

THE PHILIPPINE ENERGY PLAN: 1996 - 20251

The Department of Energy has drawn up a long term Philippine Energy Plan for the

period 1996 to the year 2025. Beyond 2025, there are no indications on what the national

energy picture would look like.

Based on a projected gross domestic product of 69 annually, the total energy

-requirement is estimated to increase at an annual average of .6% within the period of the

Energy Plan. The increase in the energy requirements is depicted in Table 1, which

indicate that gross energy demand will increase from 219 million barrels of fuel oil

equipment (MMBFOE) in 1996 to 1393 IVIMBOE in 2025. The table also slows the different

types of available energy 'sources and the amounts of imported energy sources

requirements. The total primary energy mix is shown in Figure I which shows the main

energy sources in the country. The figure shows the growing dependence on coal which

will reach 397 IVIMBFOE or 28.5% of the energy mix in 2025 up from 1 0% in 1996; and the

continuing reliance on oil at 35% in 2025 down from 50% in 1996.

In terms of increasing electricity demand, Table 2 shows the installed capacity of

power plants. The total power generation mix is shown in Table 3 and Figure 2 which

shows again the dependence on coal which will reach 53% in 2025. The other major

energy sources are: oil contributing 17%, down from 40% in 1996; and'natural gas and

geothermal reaching 98% and 95% respectively in 2025. It may be interesting to note that

there is a small window for nuclear power by the year 2025 of about 2400 MW installed

capacity.

'PROJECTED CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS FROM ENERGY SOURCES

Based on the national energy emission projections, the total carbon dioxide CO2)

emissions from energy sources are estimated to increase from 84i590 giga grams (Gg)

in 1996 to 557,290 Gg by the year 2025, or an increase of more than 600% in just 30

years. The average annual increase is about .7%. The major sources of these emissions

in 1996 are oil, coal and woodwastes, accounting for 92.1% of the total. Emissions from

coal are expected to increase from 14.5% to 40% of the total C02 emissions in 2025- while



oil will contribute 36%, down from 54.5% of the 1996 total emissions. Other significant

contributors to the emissions by the year 2025 will be natural gas with 11% and

woodwastes at 7%.

Table 4 shows the data on estimated C02 emissions, showing the contribution of

the main energy sources up to the year 2025. It is apparent that among the energy

sources, coal will contribute nearly half of the total emissions from all energy sources. The

bulk of the coal fuel will be imported but domestic coal will comprise 68% of the total.

While relatively cheap and abundant, local coal has been assessed to have low heating

value, carbon content, and combustion efficiency which contribute negatively to the total

carbon dioxide situation.

The energy Plan proposes that "the dominant use of coal as a source of electric

power and thermal energy can be made as the central focus of the country's aempt to

reduce C02 emissions." The Plan emphasizes demand side management improvements in

energy efficiency and application of better coal processing technologies. And while the

reduction of emissions is the primary objective, methods for better estimation of the effects

of these emissions to health and environment is needed up to the next century.

Projections of other emissions such as sulfur content generated from hydrogen

sulfide (1-12S), nitrogen oxide NO2) and particulates are not availade or unreliable at the

moment, but are expected to increase significantly in the next century.

SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMMES

One of the government's targets is that greenhouse gases particularly C02

emissions shall reach sustainable levels through the adoption of commercially viable new

and renewable energy technologies. Research programmes will be coordinated by the

Department of Energy on "relevant energy environmental concerns for baseline information

of secondary data gathering in aid of legislation.'

A number of studies have been done or being pursued in support of these research

programmes a nd these are listed in Table 5. Comparative studies on the health and

environmental impacts of the different energy systems are now being onducted by an

interagency subcommittee on research and development for nuclear safety and the nuclear

fuel cycle. This is one of the priority projects of the Nuclear Power Steering Committee



created by a Presidential Order�, and which is chaired by the Secretary of the Department

of Energy.

A related study was done using the Environmental Manual for Power Development

Computerized tool developed by the World Bank, which reported some preliminary results
3of impacts of power plants using different future energy scenarios by the year 2000 . This

study is being continued which should support efforts at estimating and omparing risks

from energy systems not only at present but also well into the future.

Many of the on-going related activities is concentrating on the establishment and

standardization of the databases, specially the data pertaining to characteristics of local

energy chains with particular emphasis on waste management, health and environmental
S4aspects. These efforts are being done in line with to the DECADE project of the AEA.

The decision of the Philippine government to consider development program in the

next century has initiated the need to come up with several studies on nuclear safety which

will assist the national authorities in the formulation of a comprehensive national energy

plan. One of the specific areas which was identified for this purpose is the comparative

risks of nuclear power plants against the other conventional power generating systems.

The National Power Corporation, the owner and operator of most of the country's

power plants, has been collecting data for all proposed and operating energy systems in

the country. However, these databases are either inadequate or inappropriate for a full

blown impact assessment to be conducted. Besides, the environmental impact statement

studies based on these data deal only with effluents discharged directly to the environment.

Inspite of the intent of legislated requirements, local studies are deficient on the in-depth

analysis of the impact of the disposal of solid hazardous wastes, which are not considered

as routine releases.

Thus a project that will deal Wth the comparative assessment of the environmental

impact of the waste, being referred here as solids and hazardous effluents which cannot

be directly discharged to the environment without por treatment. A performance

assessment methodology or hazard ranking score, whichever is more appropriate for local

application will be adopted for this study. The expected outputs that will be gained from

this study ill be very useful to the local authorities especially in dealing with those

problems which concern the acceptance of a particular systems. It will also assist the



regulatory body to develop a more appropriate criteria, and guides that will ensure the long

term protection of the environment.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT

One of the most important issues which need to be urgently addressed is the

problem on radioactive waste disposal and the establishment of a final repository of

radioactive wastes from all local sources. A specific location ithin the mothballed Bataan

Nuclear Power Plant reservation area has been recommended for further site studies. It

was proposed that a shallow land burial for low to medium level waste will be constructed to

accommodate the existing and future radioactive wastes generated in the country. Site

characterization studies are urrently being undertaken by the working group of another

Interagency Committee on the Project "National Radwaste Management Center." The

PNRI, which is the lead agency for this project, is tasked to conduct studies on safety

assessment of the site as well as on treatment and conditioning options for different waste

streams. It will adopt the methodology developed by the SANDIA National Laboratory for

the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC).r, The results generated out of

this project will show or establish whether the proposed site and its proposed engineered

system is technically suitable for disposal purposes. Criteria for waste acceptance prior to

disposal is also expected to be developed and established.

SUMMARY

With the realization of the possible harmful effects of various energy sources, there

is a firm commitment by the government to emphasize health and social concerns in the

planning and for energy projects. It is realized that economic development may be

sustained only if there aspects are seriously studies and incorporated in the decision

making for the energy development plan. The new Philippine Energy Plan shows the

growing reliance on coal fuel for the power requirements of the country. This will

significantly contribute to the C02 emissions from all energy sources. Many projects are

on-going in support of this government commitment and are planned up to the next

century, and will also be examining the comparative impacts of health and environmental

risks on energy systems in the future.
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TABLE 

ENVIRONMENTAL ROGRAMS

PROGRAMS DURATION INVESTMENT COST
(Million Pesos)

1. DOE as EIA Coordinating Facility 1996 1.3

2. Capability Building and Environmenta dsaster Preparedness 1996 4.5

and Mitigating Techniques

3. Health Risks Assessments in energy Projects (Coal-Fired 19965-1997 5.2

Power Plants)

4. Establishment of Ecological Profile on Energy Projects 1996-2000 55.0

5. Environmental Management Audit of energy Projects 1996-2025 90.0

(continuing)

6. National nventory of Emissions (continuing) 1996-2025 90.00

7. Social Acceptability of Energy Projects 1997-2000 10.00

8. Environmental Regulation Framework for Natural Gas 1997-2000 25.0
Development

9. Establishment of Energy-Environment Data Bank 1997-2005 80.0

10. Information Education and communication Campaign on Oil 1997-2025 34.0
Spill Response and Prevention on the Energy Sector

11. Health Risk Assessment of Energy Projects (Oil-Fired, Hydro, 1998-2000 50.0
Geothermal, Nuclear and Natural Gas Power Plants)

12. Study on the State-of-the Art Mitigation Technologies of Energy 1998-2000 12.0
Projects

13. Policy Study on the Utilization of Unleaded and Reformulated 1998-2000 10.0

Clean Fuels

14. National Masterplan for Environmental Management 2001-2005 15.0

15. Environmental Risk Assessment of energy Projects 2001-2005 85.0

16. Energy Resource Accounting for Energy Projects 2001-2010 84.0

TOTAL 651.0
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MAIN POLICIES ON PRIMARY
ENERGY AND ELECTRICAL POVVER

*WHENEVER PROVES ECONOMICAL, FIRST
PRIORITY is GIVEN TO DOMESTIC
RESOURCES,

• UTILIZATION OF IMPORTED ENERGY
RESOURCES ARE CONSIDERED IN CASE IT IS
PROVEN TO BE ECONOMICAL,

• DIVERSIFICATION OF RESOURCES ARE ALSO
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT,



• EFFICIENT UTILIZATION OF THE RESOURCES
AND ENERGY CONSERVATION ARE ENSURED
AND SUPPORTED,

• RULES AND MEASURES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
AND PUBLIC HEALTH PROTECTION ARE TAKEN
INTO CONSIDERATION DURING ENERGY
PRODUCTION,

• IN ENERGY INVESTMENTS, ALONG WITH
PUBLIC SECTOR, THE PARTICIPATION OF
FOREIGN CAPITAL AND DOMESTIC PRIVATE
SECTOR ARE ALSO PROMOTED,



A RATIONAL STRUCTURE IN ENERGY PRICING
IS APPLIED WITHOUT ANY SUBSIDES,

* FEASIBLE INTERCONNECTIONS AND HIGHER
ELECTRICAL ENERGY EXCHANGE WITH
NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES ARE SUPPORTED,



CURRENT STATUS BY THE END OF

1996

*Installed Capacity of Turkey

THERMAL : 1239 MW
HYDRO : 9925 MW

TOTAL : 21164 IVIVV

*Electricity Generation of Tur ey

95 Billion kVVh



BREAKDOVVN OF INSTALLED
CAPACITY BY PRIMARY

RESOURCES IN 1996 MV
LIGNITE

HYDRAULIC 28.58%
46.90% (6048)
(9925

EOTHERIVIAL

0.07% LIQUID FUEL NATURAL GAS HARD COAL
5) 7.91% 14.25% 2.30%

(1675) (3015) (486)



DEMAND FORECAST

PEAK ENERGY
YEARS POWER (MW) (Billion kWh) INCREASE(%)

1997 169920 105.2 10

2000 21 9588 134.3 8.4

2005 31 9850 199.6 8

2010 469219 289.8 7.7

2015 649122 398.2 6.5

2020 889100 547.1 6.5



ANNUAL GENERATING CAPABILITY OF
DOMESTIC RESOURCES

(IF ALL UTILIZED)

H Y D R A U L I C T H E R M A L T 0 T A L
(BILLION kWh) (BILLION kWh)

2 2 2 4 



UTILIZATION OF

DOMESTIC RESOURCES 2010

REMAINING HYDRO
PART OF

POTENTIAL
42% -

PART
0 F

POTENTIAL
58%



UTILIZATION OF

DOMESTIC RESOURCES 2010

LIGNITE HARD COAL REMAINING

PART OF
POTENTIAL

14%

USED PAR
OF

POTENTIAL
86%



DOMESTIC RESOURCES,
TOTAL GENERATING CAPACITY

AND ENERGY DEMAND
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ADDITIONAL CAPACITY

BY FUEL TYPES TILL 2010

LIGNITE+ NATURAL IMP.

H.COAL GAS COAL NUCLEAR FUEL-OIL HYDRO

33 Units 20 Units 6 Units 2 Units 1 Unit 75 Units

9687 11927 3000 2000 680 11325
mw mw mw mw mw mw

TOTAL: 38619 MVV



THE BREAKDOWN OF THE INSTALLED
CAPACITY BY FUEL TYPES

FOR THE YEAR 2010
(MW)

F.Oil + N.Gas Renw.
Diesel 24.8% 0.2%

11 81 1; (100)
4.1%

(2432)

Lignite+
H.Coal

27.1% Imp. Coal lear Hydraulic
(16222) 5.0% 3.3% 35.5%

(2000) (21189)
(3000)



SINCE THE SHARE OF SOLID FOSSIL
(ESPECIALLY DOMESTIC COAL) FIRED
POWER PLANTS IN TOTAL CAPACITY IS
EXPECTED TO BE CONSIDERABLE HIGH,
DETAILED ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES
SHOULD BE PERFORMED FOR THE
GENERATION SYSTEM.



DECADES MODEL IS USED FOR
PERFORMING GENERATION EXPANSION
PLAN OF TURKEY WITH DETAILED
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES

o COMPLETION OF THE DATABASE

o ANALYZING THE AIRBORNE EMISSIONS
ESPECIALLY SOX AND GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS

o CALCULATION OF COST
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CONTROL
TECHNOLOGIES



ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS FOR
COAL=FIRED POVVER PLANTS

THE CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN
POWER GENERATION

IN THIS RESPECT,

• THE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW OF TURKEY CAME
INTO FORCE IN AUGUST 1983

• THE RELATED REGULATION FOR THE CONTROL OF
AIR POLLUTION WAS PUT INTO FORCE IN
NOVEMBER 1986

AND
THE LEGISLATION FOR WATER POLLUTION WAS
ISSUED IN SEPTEMBER 1988



TO SUPPLY CLEAN ENERGY, AND TO
MITIGATE THE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS OF THE COAL FIRED POWER
STATIONS THAT UTILIZE LOW QUALITY
LIGNITE AND THAT HAD BEEN
CONSTRUCTED BEFORE THE
ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION CAME
INTO FORCE, SOME REHABILITATION
AND REFURBISHING PROGRAMS
BECAME NECESSARY



BECAUSE OF HIGH SULFUR CONTENT
AND/OR LOW CALORIFIC VALUE OF
DOMESTIC LIGNITE USED IN THERMAL
POWER GENERATION, THE Sx EMISSIONS
ARE MUCH HIGHER THAN THE SPECIFIED
LIMITS IN THE "REGULATION FOR THE
CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION 5 5a

THEREFORE, INTEGRATION OF FLUE GAS
DESULPHURISATION (FGD) PLANTS TO THE
THERMAL POWER STATIONS, EXISTING OR
UNDER CONSTRUCTION HAS CONSIDERABLE
IMPORTANCE AMONG THE ENVIRONMENTAL
MEASURES,



BECAUSE OF THEIR HIGH INVESTMENT
COST, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO
INTEGRATE FGD PLANTS TO ALL OF THE
EXISTING THERMAL POWER PLANTS AT
THE SAME TIME.

A PRIORITY LIST WAS PREPARED BY
CONSIDERING THE LOCATION OF THE
PLANTS AND THE CONDITIONS OF THEIR
SURROUNDING AND THEIR
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ON
AGRICULTURE, FOREST, HUMAN
HEALTH, TOURISM POTENTIAL.



IMPROVEMENT OF ELECTROFILTERS IN SOME
OLDER POWER STATIONS, REHABILITATION
PROGRAMS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF
LIQUID AND SOLID WASTES, INSTALLATION
OF EMISSION MONITORING AND RECORDING
INSTRUMENTS TO THE T.PP, ARE ALSO
INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAMS,
BESIDE THE RETROFIT FGD PLANTS, OTHER
REFURBISHING AND REHABILITATION
PROGRAMS ARE UNDER INVESTIGATION AND
EXECUTION. THE PROGRAM CALLED "COAL
POLLUTION ABATEMENT PROJECT" WILL BE
CARRIED OUT IN COOPERATION WITH THE
WORLD BANK.



1 FGD FACILITY EXISTING, 4 FGD FACILITIES
UNDER CONSTRUCTION FOR THE EXISTING
SOLID FOSSIL FIRED POWER PLANTS AND
ALL SOLID FOSSIL FIRED CANDIDATE
GENERATION UNITS WERE CONSIDERED TO
BE EQUIPPED WITH FGD PLANTS BASED ON
LIMESTONE WET SCRUBBING WITH
GYPSUM END PRODUCT.

ALL EXISTING AND CANDIDATE SOLID
FOSSIL FIRED PP, WERE CONSIDERED
WITH ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS FOR
CONTROLLING PARTICULATE EMISSIONS
WERE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION IN THE
GENERATION EXPANSION STUDY,



ENVIRONMENTAL INPUT DATA

e INVESTMENT AND OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS OF FGD
FACILITIES WERE INCLUDED IN THE
INVESTMENT AND OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS OF GENERATING
UNITS.



0 ENERGY SOURCES INPUT
- FOSSIL FUEL

9 SOLID FUEL
- NET CALORIFIC VALUE
- MOISTURE CONTENT

- ASH

- CARBON CONTENT

- SULPHUR CONTENT
- NITROGEN CONTENT
- OXYGEN CONTENT
- HYDROGEN CONTENT



o GASEOUS FUEL
- NET CALORIFIC VALUE
- HYDROCARBONS (CH4, C21-14, C3H8, C41-110n)

- GASES (CO2, N2)

o LIQUID FUEL
- CALORIFIC VALUE
- SULPHUR CONTENT



0 TECHNOLOGIES INPUTS
- COAL FIRED

9 EMISSION FACTORS
e LAND USE
e COAL STOCK
o WASTES AREA

� NATURAL GAS FIRED AND OIL FIRED
9 EMISSION FACTORS



EMISSION FACTORS
' C2 929 - 2170 gr/kWh
o Nx 1.81 - 424 gr/kWh

0 SOX 12.5 - 82.1 gr/kWh
o DUST 239 - 589 gr/kWh
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THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION OF THE
CONTROLLED CASE IS 33% HIGHER THAN
THE REFERENCE CASE (WHICH IS NO AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES ARE
CONSIDERED)
UNCONTROLLED SOX EMISSIONS
INCREASES FROM 999,000 TON LEVEL TO
296609000 TON LEVEL IN THE PERIOD 1996-
2010, DUE TO THE ADDITION OF SOLID
FOSSIL FIRED POWER PLANTS TO THE
GENERATION SYSTEM.



CONTROLLED SOX EMISSIONS ARE 773,000
TONS IN 199691 000 000 TONS IN 1998
BECAUSE OF COMMISSIONING OF TWO
LIGNITE FIRED UNITS INSTALLED WITHOUT
FGD PLANT, AND BEYOND 1998 REMAINS
CONSTANT ARROUND 1 9000�000 TONS
LEVEL UNTIL 2010
SINCE A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF THE
SOX EMISSION FROM THE NEWLY
INSTALLED UNITS WOULD BE
CONTROLLED, THIS EMISSION MAINLY
COMES FROM THE EXISTING AND
COMMITTED GENERATION UNITS
OPERATING WiTHOUT A FGD PLANT.



CONTROLLED CASE
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'NIKIKUYU NPP
PROJECT SCHEDULE

DECEMBER 1996

OCTOBER 1997

OCTOBER 1998

DECEMBER 2005

DECEMBER 2006



BIDS SHALL BE GIVEN AS TM�O
ALTERNATIVES

*'** MAIN OFFER:

NPP Net Output: Min. 800 MWe

Max. 1400 MWe

*v� ALTERNATIVE OFFER (OPTIONAL):
NPP Net Output: Max. 2800 MWe

Unit Size Above and Equal to 600 MWe

2



"* THE BIDDING IS

- ON TURNKEY BASIS,
- OPEN, IN PRINCIPLE TO PLANT TYPES OF
PWR, BWR AND PHWR COMMERCIALLY IN
OPERATION,

4*"* THE BIDDERS ARE REQUESTED 1 00%
FULL FINANCIAL LOAN COVERING MAIN
OFFER.

3
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GENERAL

0 RADWASTE SYSTEM WILL BE DESIGNED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH US.NRC-CFR 50.34a
DESIGN OBJECTIVES OR EQUIVALENT,

0 PROVISION OF SUFFICIENT STORAGE
FACILITIES FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE AT OR IN
THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE NPP FOR A
MINIMUM OF 10 YEARS

8



GASEOUS AND LIQUID
RADVVASTE

BEFORE DISCHARGING TO THE ENVIRONMENT,
RADIOACTIVITY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE
REQUIRED VALUES GIVEN IN USNRC 10 CFR 201
APP. B OR EQUIVALENT,
DOSES RESULTING FROM THESE RELEASES
SHALL NOT EXCEED THE LIMITS GIVEN IN
USNRC 10 CFR 50, APP I AND RG 8. OR
EQUIVALENT.

9



SPENT FUEL

SPENT FUEL POOL STORAGE CAPACITY:
ONE COMPLETE CORE PLUS 20 YEARS

OF NORMAL OPERA TION

HOWEVER, ONE COMPLETE CORE PLUS 10 YEARS
POOL CAPACITY FOR WET STORAGE AND IO

YEARS OF DRY STORAGE TOGETHER WITH ALL
NECESSARY EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS MAY BE

PROPOSED.



FOR FUTURE,

CONSIDERING NUCLEAR CAPACITY AND NUMBER
OF NPPs, WHEN REACHED TO THE ECONOMICALLY
FEASIBLE LEVEL, THE KNOWN PROJECT ON THE
WORLD WILL BE APPLIED FOR THE INTERIM
STORAGE AND FINAL DISPOSAL.

11



FINAL DISPOSAL

0 THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR THE MANAGEMENT
OF SPENT FUEL IS;

DIRECT DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL WITHOUT
REPROCESSING

0 TO INVESTIGATE A SUITABLE SITE FOR FINAL
DISPOSAL, A PROJECT HAS ALREADY BEEN
LAUNCHED BY TAEK.

2
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(13)) Estimating and Comparing Risks in the Future,
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Estimating and comparing
risks in the future Main elements

a Background to E&W position
m Emerging issues

Gareth Llewellyn w Approaches to risk assessment

Head of Risk Analysis and Options - Some indicators
Appraisal

Issues in England and Wales

The current position Nuclear power in the UK
• Current balanced approach to generation w Commercial production
• Recent shift - "dash for gas" - 16 Advanced gas cooled reactors
• Privatisation of most generation -1 Pressurised water reactor
• Some trialing of environmental premia -Nuclear Electric/Sooftish Nuclear

w Environmental management very strong - Public production
- 1 8 Magnox reactors

-waste minimisation
-strategic reviews of industry sectors - 3 being decommissioned
-follow up regulation is also very strong 8 due to stop operating before 2000

-Magnox Electric pIc

Nuclear power generation Non-nuclear electricity
1990 to 1996 generation

- Main fossil fuel generators
1990 1996 - National Power

Supplies CrWh) 59.0 86.0 - Powergen
% of total 21.0 27.0 - Eastern

- Scottish Power
Employment F2500.0 30,000.0

Turnover Ebn 4.5 4.9 v Main renewable generator
Value added Ebn 2.2 3.2 Scottish Hydro

% GDP 0.5 0.5 - Importation

Exports Em 300.0 600.0 -Electricite de France



Fuel use for electricity generation C02 emissions by source
1970 to 1996 1970 - 1995

Million tonnes of oil equivalent Million tonnes of carbon

1970 1980 1990 1994 1995 1996 1970 1980 1990 1993 1994 1995

Coal 43.1 51.0 149.8 37.1 136.1 132. Power Stations 57 58 54 46 44 44

Oil 13.3 7.7 8.4 4.0 36 35 Industrial 66 43 37 35 36 35
Gas 0.1 0.4 0.6 9.9 112.5 116.6 - -
Nuclear 7.0 9.9 16.3 21.2 121.4 122.1 Domestic - 26 23 22 24 23 22

Hydro 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 04 03 Transport - 23 27 35 36 36 35

Other fuels 0.0 0.1 0.8 1.1 Other sectors I I 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Tota 1 163.9 69.5 176.3 73.7 Tota I F1 84 165 159 152 1151 1148

Emerging Issues - Radwaste disposal Emerging Issues - emissions

Disposal of ILW Acknowledge importance of climate change

Currently handled by BNFL Commitment to reduce levels of C02

-20% by 2005

NIREX RCF Pressure on power generation industry

Precursor to deep disposal

Concern about uncertainties/ lack of data - 63% Nx from road transport

Rejected on planning grounds m Large scale growth in transport expected

-important EIA considerations a Integrated transport strategy

Where now - Which option is the most sustainable 

Valuing the environment Strategic Risk Assessment

Principal aim - Sustainable development Peroeption Benefits Exposure
Costs and benefits for all decisions

AssessmentImportance Harm - Criteria
Value of species at risk from acid rain Costs

Value of g/w at risk from leachate Risk Priority

What do costs mean in the future Uncertainty Significance
WTP of little use for effects in the future Al '11�

/, I Spatial Recovery
Non-monetary indicators I Data Models I

Knowledge Range of Time lo onset
receptor's



Harm assessment New Indicators
• Sources of risk , We should leave something better than we inherited

-full range of risks (raw materials, use, waste) -Quality of life

• Factors controlling risk -environmental indicators (e.g. C02 levels)

-operating conditions (ind. accidents) - health indicators (e.g. cancers from radioactive releases)

• Probabilities -Wealth creation

-could be characterised in absence of F(x) -increase in GDP (issue of discount rate)

-fair distribution of costs
• Environment effects

-exposure routes - Freedom for future generations to decide

• Severity of effects no onstraints on options (diversity)

• Normalise to existing standards

Energy consumption by final user
Energy consumption by final user

1960 1996

Trw�prt 33 M

Wd..tly 2 -TW1 7 M
I.d.stry 23 %

ARM-41 ftl -M-11 Ago&
Other 20% 0-

D.mest. 29 Do�bc 30 %

Final energy consumption by type of fuel Final energy consumption by type of fuel

1960 1996

Sokd F.ejS 7 %
Shd Fels 53 G., 35 Ektnity 6 %

.......................... Eieleity 7M

PetW- 5 M

C- SM Petroift. 2^
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(14) Discounting of Long Term Costs: What Would Future Generations Prefer
Us to Do? Ari Rabl, Ecole des Nfine, France





Discounting of Long Term Costs:
What Would Future Generations

Prefer Us to Do?
A. Rabl

Ecole des Mines de Paris and U of Colorado

Ecological Economics 1996)

Conventional approach
r = rpref + 9 rgro
(_ 3 + 1 x 2 = )

Suppose project brings benefit (net of investment) at time t0
and a single cost C at time t = N.
Net present value, discounted at rate r

P = - C exp(-r N)

Project is beneficial if and only if P > .

Future value F of project at t = N

F = P exp(r N) = B exp(r N) - C

"Benefits can be re-invested at rate r to
compensate forfuture costs r

... but eventually contradiction:
annual benefit r exp(r N) 

becomes larger than the entire GNP

I



r rpref + fl rgro
(-3% I x 2 =5%)

where
rpref pure rate of time peference ( 3),
rgro growth rate of real income ( 2 GNP/cap),
and

U"(C) C
W(c) elasticity of marginal utility of income, where

u(c) is the utility of the consumption c ( = 1.0)

error: rpref involves redistribution of wealth
within present generation, not available for
future compensation

=> decisions that leave future generations
worse off

Validity of short term rate
limited by time horizon of market transactions

(loans)
- 30 years

2



Let Pshort = net present value of project,
calculated from selfish perspective of present generation
with short term discount rate rshort and no costs beyond tshort

cost-benefit criterion of present generation: Yes if Phort > 

Suppose project has cost C(t) in year t > tshort

Net benefit in year t
t

B(t = Pshort exp(rgro O f dt' C(t') exp(rgro (t-tl))
tshort

A generation in year t prefers us to choose the project if and
only B(t > 

t
Plonc = [Pshort f dt' C(t') exp(-rgro I > 

tshort

cost-benefit criterion of future generations: Yes if Piong > 

(intergenerational Pareto-optimality)
discount rate riong for intergenerational effects

riong rgro

3



Historical data since 1800 for US, UK, France,
Germany, Japan, Russia

Average growth rates in %/yr
for GNP, population and GNP per capita.

Country GNP Population GNP/cap
period

France
1789-1982 1.5
1949-1982 3.6

Germany
1850-1984 2.8 0.9 1.9

Japan
1874-1929 4.5 1.0 3.5

Soviet Union
1885-1913 3.3 1.0 2.3
1928-1983 4.9 0.7 4.2

United Kingdom
1855-1984 2.1 0.8 i.3

USA
1800-1984 3.5 2.1 1.4
1890-19841 i.8

References: Samuelson and Nordhaus 1985], McEvedy and Jones 1978], USDOC 1992], Toutain 1987].

Average growth rates in %/yr for GNP and NEW
(Net Economic Welfare) per capita, for US from 1929 to 1984.

[Samuelson and Nordhaus 1985]

GNP/cap 1.7
NEW/cap 1.1

growth of GNP/cap = rgro= to 2 %

4



Coupling of rpef and raro in models of economic growth
not relevant here because
i) for cost-benefit criterion of future generations only the ex-
post values of rpref, il and rgro matter, not how they came
about -
ii) only small fraction of total investments have direct
intergenerational costs or benefits.

Don't forget
escalation of costs, rate resc

net rate reff =riong resc

0 < resc < rgro = I to 2,

rec probably close to rgro for next few generations

resc different for different impacts

Recommended procedure:
rshorteff '3 % up to 30 years,

riongeff to 1 % (?) beyond 30 years.

5
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1 . Introduction

1. 1. Background

The assessment of environmental and health impact information may contribute to: (1)
more informed decision-making by the integration of environmental effects of energy
choices, 2) influencing envirom-nental policies, for instance the choice of regulatory limits
for environmental emissions, and 3 moving towards sustainable development, including
inter-generational equity. In this regard, the field of comparative risk assessment, as applied
in the energy sector, has improved considerably in the last twenty years, however several
difficult issues still remain. One such issue is the assessment and integration of impacts that
may occur in the far future - impacts beyond the time horizon of market based decisions.

1.2. Rationale for Comparative Risk Assessment for Distant Future

In earlier work on comparative risk assessment, the impacts that could occur in future
generations have not always been addressed. This was largely due to lack of methodologies
that could be used to make a reasonable estimation. But as public concern for the protection
of fature generations and sustainability of our environment increased, it became clear that
possible far future impacts should be considered.

Initially work in the field of radiological dose assessment provided risk factors for
severe hereditary effects from current radiological exposures and models to estimate future
exposures to long-lived radionuclides released to the environment. The planning and design
of nuclear waste repositories drove the work on modeling the possible releases from and
failures of this type of facility in the far future. More recently, especially during the last
decade, there has been extensive work on the possible global warming impacts that could
occur as a result of fossil fuel combustion.

Even with current advances in our assessment methodologies, often one must make
decisions with limited information. A specific difficulty in assessing far future impacts is the
relatively large uncertainty of the estimates in comparison to the nearer term impacts. This is
due to the limits of knowledge of envirorunental/biological mechanisms and the state of
society in the long term. Many assumptions must be made in carrying out such assessments.

1.3. Objectives

The purpose of this document is to present the current state of thinking on the
assessment of health and environmental impacts in the far-future, by addressing the following
two questions:

i) What are the major impacts imposed on future generations?
ii) How Should One Value/Weight these impacts?

This document focuses on the issues that need to be resolved in order to consider the
health and environmental impacts imposed on future generations by electricity generation
systems. Pertinent data and examples are included. This document targets readers who are
involved in risk assessment activities needed to inform decision makers.

I



It is hoped that this document will help encourage a more evenhanded approach to the
assessment of all risks from all energy sources. We would not be making the best choices for
the protection of future generations if we were to narrowly focus on a particular problem that
may have attracted media attention e.g. wastes from nuclear power) while neglecting other
problems (e.g. toxic metals and radionuclides from the production and use of fossil fuels) that
may turn out to have more severe impacts.

1.4. Scope

This document addresses the following impacts:

• impacts from the disposal of wastes that will remain toxic for a long period of time
• long-lived globally dispersed chemicals and radionuclides;
• global warming;

as well as long term impacts related to

• land use,
• resource depletion, and
• nuclear accidents.

Nuclear proliferation could also have consequences for the far future, but it is beyond
the scope of this document and is not addressed here; instead reference should be made to the
activities of the IAEA in this domain. 27]. Persisting health impacts (including cancers)
from air pollution of fossil fuel power plants are not addressed in this document because
current thinking is that they affect mainly the current, and not future, generation.

The assessment of these impacts is discussed in Sect. 3 Sect. 4 addresses the question
of how to value these impacts. Both monetary and non-monetary valuation methods are
discussed, and the need for the evaluation of scenarios is highlighted.

2. Time Scales

It is appropriate to define several time scales. First of all, this document interprets far
future impacts in the sense of impacts imposed on future generations who cannot participate
in the decisions about energy systems. While there is no sharp delimitation between the
generation that makes a decision and the generations that do not, the time separation is on the
order of 50 years; therefore this document interprets far future impacts in the sense of impacts
beyond about 50 years.

One of the most important long term impacts, global warming, extends over a period
of centuries. Others, especially the impacts of certain radionuclides, can extend over

I There are numerous studies that have been conducted on the health and environmental effects from
waste disposal. The issues described in this report can, and should be, used in conjunction with the waste safety
analysis described in an AEA report [].
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thousands or millions of years. Since the uncertainty of assessments increases greatly the
further it extends into the future, it is recommended to report the results separately for
different time periods. A natural horizon for the near far future is set by global warming. Even
though the time scale is not sharply defined, a cutoff of 100 or 200 years would be suitable.
For the more distant future the INWAC Subgroup on Principles and Criteria for Radioactive
Waste Disposal recommends divisions at I 000 years and I 00000 years (IAEA 1994a I

3. What are the major impacts imposed on future generations?

3. 1. Wastes

3.1.1. Management of Wastes: Retrievable versus Non-Retrievable Issues

Some radionuclides have long half lives and, likewise, some agents in non-nuclear
waste have long half-lives (persistent organics) or do not decay at all (e.g., toxic metals).
Thus, far future impacts are a concern in respect of management of many wastes. The
potential impacts and costs hinge on some key issues of waste management:

• choice of repository site and technologies (e.g. landfill, engineered near-surface facility or
geological repositories),

• management of repositories (monitored or non-monitored, retrievable or non-retrievable).

Since the impacts that might occur depend on the future management of the waste,
they cannot be estimated without first assuming a scenario for such management. In most past
studies on comparative risk assessments, the non-retrievable (or permanent disposal) option
has usually been chosen for chemically hazardous and radioactive waste, respectively. This is
not expected to change. For example, most plans for the ultimate disposal of high-level
nuclear wastes envision a permanent geologic repository.

If sufficient isolation relative to the time frame of the potential hazard associated with
the waste can be reasonably assured, permanent disposal without the intention of retrieval is
desirable for all waste. Such an approach is desirable, because after a specified period of time,
no burden is placed on future generations to maintain the disposal site. The difficulty results
from the long times frames over which persistent organics, toxic metals and long-lived
radionuclides may pose a hazard. In any type of facility, these substances cannot be
completely isolated from the environment forever. Thus, there is a need to limit the releases
from the waste to levels that do not result in unacceptable hazards to human health and the
envirorunent. Furthermore, the possibility of release of radionuclides, toxic metals or other
waste due to inadvertent human intrusion may need to be considered.

The non-retrievable disposal approach imposes potential far future impacts for many
types of waste, not just nuclear waste. Nevertheless, even though a variety of calculations
have reached the conclusion that the future damages resulting from releases from high-level
radioactive waste repositories would not be significant relative to the type of risks people are
wiilling to live with every day, the very possibility of such releases has evoked intense fears
on the part of the public and remains one of the key arguments for the opposition to nuclear
power.
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In view of the potential for far future impacts, one alternative that has been considered
for a number of wastes is retrievable storage, thereby giving future generations the option of
improving the management of the wastes. This recognizes the fact that future generations will
likely have better technologies to address the waste disposal problem (for example,
transmutation of radioactive wastes could conceivably become practical).

Retrievable storage can be implemented in a manner that imposes near zero risk, if the
facilities storing the solid (or solidified) waste are adequately monitored to ensure that there
are no leaks into the environment. However, it should be noted that this implies monitoring
into the far future for many wastes which places a substantial burden on future generations.
Also, there is always the potential that, if the waste repository was not implemented in a
responsible manner, the problem may be worse than with the non-retrievable approach.
Furthermore, there are different degrees of retrievability. For example, one may not be able to
achieve perfect retrievability or the risks associated with retrieving a waste may be more
substantial than the potential risk associated with leaving it in place.

3.1.2. Wastes from Nuclear Power Generation

Wastes or unwanted byproducts arise at various stages in the nuclear fuel cycle, but in
the main these can be characterized as upstream (pre-operations), production, and
downstream wastes. For many fuel cycles, mining and milling can be large sources of waste,
and this is equally true for wastes from the nuclear cycle.

Upstream wastes may arise through mining and milling operations, particularly
relating to uranium extraction. The radon releases from such operations can be significant,
although the severity of their impact over long time periods is not well understood. Radium-
226 concentration in overburden arising from uranium mining in the USA ranges from 100 to
20,000 Bq/kg (SC&A and Rogers, 1993 [8]). Uranium tailings will have higher
concentrations based on the quality of the ore. In total it is estimated that around 10,000 to
20,000 m 3/GW(e)-a of waste will be produced in upstream wastes (this number varies
significantly with the quality of the ore). (IAEA 1994 9 In some cases, tailings are not
produced (e.g., in-situ extraction methods), but other impacts are possible. In general, impacts
from mining and milling include direct exposure of humans, atmospheric releases, and
contamination of ground water.

Production wastes include those with low level activity (e.g. overalls, gloves) and those with
higher activity (e.g. spent fuel). It is estimated that around 350 m 3/GW(e - a of waste is
produced by a PWR reactor. (IAEA 1994b 9]) This number differs in different countries and
for different reactors in the same country. It should be noted that there are continuing efforts
to reduce the volume of wastes in several countries, and this suggests that average volumes
will be reduced in the future. The impacts from different types of such waste will clearly
differ. However, in general, their disposal poses two main scenarios for possible far future
impacts:

i) gradual leakage after degradation of engineered barriers;
ii) breach of a repository due to human intrusion.
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In both cases, the impact on ground water would be localized with any atmospheric
release likely to result in more widespread problems. The implications for the far future are
not well understood, and reflect current level of knowledge of the risks of releases and
associated severity of impacts.

Equally, the downstream wastes include that produced through the decommissioning
of sites. Experience of Chernobyl, and the current decommissioning in the UK has shown that
significant levels of waste may be produced. Estimates suggest that around 500 in 3/GW(e a
of waste is produced post-operation from a PWR reactor (IAEA 1994 9 Some of this
waste has activity around 2 x 104 Tbq/m 3(IAEA 1994b 9]). The potential risks and severity
of environmental damage associated with re-processing and de-commissioning are poorly
understood. and reflect current knowledge of such operations.

3.1.3. Non-Nuclear Wastes

Far future impacts from non-nuclear wastes have not been quantified in most past
comparative risk assessment studies. In general, this has been for two reasons : (1) they were
not usually considered a pathway for major impacts to human health, and 2) not enough is
known about the environmental mobility of the material from a disposal site, the
environmental half-life of the materials, and the dose-response functions. However, while the
latter still holds, the first may not: the impacts on future generations may be comparable to
those from long-lived globally-dispersed radionuclides, and comparative assessments should
be performed in a strictly comparable manner for both.

Some example sources of this type of wastes from the production of energy would be
the heavy metal wastes from the mining and processing of coal, naturally occurring
radioactive materials from oil and gas production, and some chemical waste from the
production of photovoltaic materials. This situation is similar to the far future impacts from
radioactive waste disposal. For completeness, these pathways should be considered as well.

3.1.3.1. Fossil Fuel Cycles

Mining and milling particularly in relation to coal and lignite extraction create
upstream waste problems. The washing of coal for example, releases significant quantities of
metals such as Ni and Cd into rivers. In the absence of appropriate treatment, such quantities
can cause long-term damage to aquatic ecosystems, and to populations reliant on the water for
potable supply. Cr concentrations in a variety of mine tailings are estimated to range from 70
to 7000 mg/kg. (Ritcey 1989, [101) The bio-availability of toxic metals such as Cr (VI) will
clearly dictate their level of environmental impact. Many metals become mobilized due to
44 acid mine drainage".

Heavy metals are also found in fly and bottom ash, and as atmospheric emissions. Cr
concentrations ranges from I to 250 mg/kg have been reported in coal ash. (Tillman 1994,
Smith 1987 [11, 12]) The disposal of such waste to controlled landfill will clearly reduce any
environmental impact. However, as is the case with nuclear waste, human intrusions and
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gradual leakage may result in long-term ground water contamination or exposures through
other pathways.

Piping, valves and pumps for oil and gas production have considerable potential to
accumulate radionuclides in scales and sludges that form. Indeed, radionuclide concentrations
ranging from background to 15000 B/g of scale have been reported. (SC&A and Rogers 
Associates Engineering Corp. 1993, van Weers 1997, E&P Forum 1987 [8, 13, 14]) These
scales and sludges must be managed appropriately, as with any radioactive waste, to limit the
potential for unacceptable levels of human exposure. Typical management approaches for
these wastes include: deep well injection; dilution and landspreading or ocean discharge;
landfill and disposal in a radioactive waste disposal facility. Unlike other radioactive waste,
the potential health effects associated with a selected management practice are often not
assessed.

3.1.3.2. Renewable Energy Cycle

Some wastes are produced through so-called renewable energy systems; in particular,
significant aounts of waste may be associated with extraction and processing to provide raw
materials (e.g., concrete, steel, aluminum, etc.) for dams, wind machines, solar panels, etc.
Furthermore, the initial borehole drilling for geothermal plants generates radium and other
drilling wastes, and in subsequent operations, metals and radionuclides are released in the
returned water and process sludge which have to be reinjected or disposed of. The
manufacture of certain types of photovoltaics can also result in highly toxic waste being
produced, depending on the manufacturing process and the emission controls. Toxic metals
such as cadmium, arsenic and zinc can be present in these wastes. Metals are a concern
because they are persistent in the environinent and may be taken up in the food chain.

3.2. Long-lived globally dispersed releases

3.2. 1. Global Warming due to fossil fuels

Global warming is currently viewed as potentially one of the most important
environmental impacts arising from the greenhouse gas C02 produced by the combustion of
fossil fuels. An additional energy related greenhouse gas is methane (CH4) that is released
during mining of coal, from leaks of natural gas systems; methane amy also be released due
to flooding and anaerobic fermentation after construction of hydroelectric projects. Even if
the released quantities of CH4 are small (leakage rates below 1% in modem natural gas
systems), their impact can be significant because the global warming potential of CH4 is 20 to
50 times larger than that Of C02-

There is substantial agreement that atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases
have significantly increased relative to pre-industrial levels. Although our ability to quantify
the human influence on global climate is currently limited because of the natural variability
and the level of uncertainty in the data, the Inter-Governmental. Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC 1995a 15]) report that "the balance of evidence suggests that there is a discernible
human influence on global climate". The impacts of climate change are diverse and
potentially very large. They include effects on all of the receptors affected by other forms of
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pollution. In general, however, the impacts are more uncertain and longer term, and therefore
quantiification more difficult.

Global warming at unprecedented rates has serious implications for natural
ecosystems. In particular, at the projected rates of warming, climatically defined vegetation
zones would move at speeds faster than forests can naturally migrate. In addition, montane,
island and other physically isolated ecosystems may be uable to migrate. Coastal wetlands
are also at risk from inundation as sea levels rise. It is assumed that coastal protection
measures will give priority to heavily populated areas, and therefore that many wetland
ecosystems will be lost with consequent effects on local fisheries. The impacts on biodiversity
within the affected ecosystems will be significant.

Identification of human activities which are most likely to be directly affected by
climate change is not difficult. Primary production (agriculture and forestry) is obviously
climate sensitive, as are the demand for energy, and the supply of water. These are the sectors
in which the largest economic impacts are expected, along with coastal protection against sea
level rise. In addition, a wide range of higher order effects may occur. For example, changes
in agriculture may lead to famine, population migration may lead to wars, and the increase in
regions with tropical climatic conditions may lead to an increase in tropical diseases.
Conversely, in some regions global warming may be beneficial and increase the productivity
of the land. This can happen not just because of new, formerly sub-productive areas providing
greater yields but possibly in all areas of agricultural production because of the stimulatory
effects on yield of increased levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

Estimation of the impacts of global warming is rendered difficult by poor
understanding of the regional variation in climatic change and the large uncertainties in many
of the parameters.

The valuation of global warming impacts is problematic for three reasons in
particular:
I The incompleteness of detailed impacts studies;
2. The large uncertainties in estimates of impacts;
3. The likelihood of significant interactions between different impact categories

which are usually considered separately (e.g. agriculture and water resources).

One uncertainty of the analysis concerns the scenario of world development over the
hundreds of years in which impacts of current emissions are expected. The capacity of society
to deal with the changes resulting from climate change, and therefore the magnitude of the
associated costs, will depend critically not just on the rate of climate change but also upon the
levels of social and economic development. A range of scenarios have been developed by the
IPCC (see Section 44).

A number of estimates for the damage costs associated with a doubling of the pre-
industrial C2-equivalent concentration of all greenhouse gases are now available in the
literature and have recently been summarized by the IPCC (1995b 16]). The results from 
studies estimating the annual damage cost to the US economy are presented in Table .
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Table 1. Monetized 2xCO2 damage to present US economy (base year 1990; billion of annual damage).
(Source IPCC, 1995b 16])

Cline Fankhauser Nordhaus Titus Tol
Damage Category (2.5'C) (2.5-C) (3'C), (4'Q (2.5'C)b

Agriculture 17.5 8.4 1.1 1.2 10.0
Forest loss 3.3 0.7 small 43.6 -
Species loss 4.0 e 8.4 1 - 5.0
Sea level rise 7.0 9.0 12.2 5.7 8.5
Electricity 11.2 7.9 1.1 5.6 -
Non-clec. heating -1.3 - - -
Human amenity + b - 12.0

Human morbidity + cl - - -
Human life 5.8 11.4 9.4 37.4

Migration 0.5 0.6 - 1.0

Hurricanes 0.8 0.2 - 0.3

Construction ±dI -

Leisure activities 1.7 -

Water supply
Availability 7.0 15.6 1 11.4 -
Pollution - - 32.6 -

Urban infrastructure 0.1 - - -

Air pollution
Trop. 0 3 3.5 7.3 1 27.2 -
Other +er -

Mobile air cond. - - 2.5 -

Total 61.1 69.5 55.5 139.2 74.2

+a+b+c±d+e
(% of GDP) (I. ) (1.3) (1.0) (2.5) (1.5)b

,"Transformed to 1990 base.
bU.S. and Canada, base year 1988.
'Costs that have been identified but not estimated.
dNot assessed categories, estimated at 0.75% of GDP.
Now Figures represent best guesses of the respective authors. Although none of the studies reports
explicit confidence intervals, figures should be seen as reflecting orders of magnitude only.
Sources: Cline (1992a), Fankhauser 1995), Nordhaus (I 991), Titus 1992), To ( 995).

These studies show damage costs ranging from 12.5% GDP, however the apparent

convergence needs to be treated with caution as it is clear that there is significant

commonality of assumptions between the studies. Estimates for other OECD countries are

mostly of the same order of magnitude whilst those for non-OECD countries are reported to

be higher due to higher health impacts and the high proportion of natural habitats and

wetlands found in these countries. Wide variations are seen between the estimates for

individual damage categories reflecting differences both in the nature of the impacts

considered and the methodologies used in the assessment. Likewise large variations are seen
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depending on the assumptions concerning the scenario, level of climate change, discount rate
(see the example in Table 3 and the treatment of equity.

Alternatively the damages arising from climate change can be presented in physical terms
using a set of damage indicators. Table 2 presents the 2xCO2 damage recently calculated by
Fankhauser 1995 17]).

Table 2 2xCO2 damage in physical units: different world regions (2.5'C warming).
(Source: IPCC 1995 16]).

Type of Ex- Non-
Damage Damage Indicator EU USA USSR China OECD OECD World

Agriculture Welfare loss % GNP) 0.21 0.16 0.24 2.10 0.28 0.17 0.23
Forestry Forest area lost (km2) 52 282 908 121 334 901 1,235
Fishery Reduced catch (1,000 t) 558 452 814 464 4,326 2,503 6,829
Energy Rise in electricity demand

(TWh) 54.2 92.0 54.6 17.1 142.7 211.2 353.9
Water Reduced water availability (km3) 15.3 32.7 24.7 32.2 168.5 62.2 230.7
Coastal

protection Annual capital costs m$/yr) 133 176 5 1 24 514 493 1,007
Dryland loss Area lost (1,000 km') 1.6 10.7 23.9 0 99.5 40.4 139.9
Wetland loss Area lost 1,000 kM2) 9.9 11.1 9.8 11.9 219.1 33.9 253.0
Ecosystem loss Number of protected habitats lost,

assuming 2 loss (Section 32.12) 16 8 N/A 4 53 53 106

Health/mortality Number of deaths (1,000) 8.8 6.6 7.7 29.4 114.8 22.9 137.7

Air pollution Equivalent increase in emissions
Trop. 03 (1,000 t NO.) 566 1,073 1,584 227 2,602 1,943 4,545
so, (1,000 t sulphur) 285 422 1,100 258 1,864 873 2,737

Migration Additional immigrants (1,000) 229 100 153 583 2,279 455 2,734

Hurricanes
Casualties Number of deaths 0 72 44 779 7,687 3 13 8,000
Damages M$ 0 115 1 1 3 124 506 630

Source: after Fankhauser ( 1 995).

During the past years there has been a rapid growth in the development of integrated
assessment models for the estimation of climate change impacts. These models attempt to
incorporate the full range of climate issues, namely human activities, atmospheric
composition, climate, sea level and ecosystems as illustrated in Fig. 1. A number of different
approaches are being pursued, each has its own strengths and weaknesses. The recent IPCC
report 1995 16]) lists 22 different models which are either in active use or are currently
under development.
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Figure 1. End-to-end characterization of Integrated Assessment Models.
(Source: IPCC 1995 16])
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The five biggest challenges facing the developers of these models are:

I Representation and valuation of impacts of climate change;
2. Consideration of low probability/high consequence events

(e.g. a change in the Gulf Stream);
3. Developing realistic representations of developing countries;
4. Model integration and management;
5. Relevance for the needs of policy makers.

Finally, it is important to recognize that this is an area in which there is considerable
research being undertaken both within the IPCC's activities and within individual countries.
Considerable progress has been made in the understanding of climate change science since
the early 1990s and it is envisaged that this will continue over the next decade.

3.2.2. Routine releases of long-lived globally dispersed radionuclides

Among the radionuclides there are two that are dispersed on a global scale and that
have long enough half-lives to be important for the assessment of far-future impacts:
iodine- 1 29 and carbon 14, Iodine- 1 29 has a half-life of about 16 million years and it is readily
incorporated into the global cycle of stable iodine. It can be modeled using appropriate
multicompartment models for global dispersion. Carbon-14 has a half-life of 5710 years and
will mix into the global carbon cycle.

Their impacts relate mainly to the theoretical induction of excess fatal cancers, mainly
to far future generations. While the individual probability of such events is exceedingly low,
the collective probability of large numbers of people exposed over a large number of
generations (albeit to minuscule individual doses) amounts to a significant absolute total
number. It is a matter of intense debate right now within the scientific, radiation protection
community whether such calculations are warranted at all, as the real risk may be zero (even,
according to some views, negative-that is, a health benefit). For genetic effects, this type of
extrapolation is even more contra-indicated, besides the point that genetic impacts, if they
exist at all, are estimated to be considerably smaller than the risk of induced cancer.
Therefore, although these releases can also be associated with increased mutation rates and

other genetic effects due to radio-toxicity, their impact is not estimated here because the level
of societal detriment associated with such events is relatively small compared to the
theoretical stochastic induction of cancer from the same source.

Besides, if genetic effects are to be included in comparisons, fairness and an even-
handed approach would demand that they should be also included in respect of the
carcinogenic, mutagenic, teratogenic and direct toxicity effects of chemicals released from
fossil fuel-fired electricity generation, as well as in the wastes forms therefrom, where their

2impact has been largely or totally ignored.

2For chemicals, teratogenicity and direct toxicity involve an additional spectrum of materials e.g., heavy
metals) to those which act genotoxically.
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In general, then, such 'genetic' effects are of lesser consequence than other impacts
mentioned, whether in the cases of global warming (from combustion of fossil fuels) or
releases of long-lived globally dispersed radionuclides. However, an exception to such
exclusion may be justified in the cases both of non-nuclear and nuclear wastes, where the
mutational, teratogenic and direct-toxicity roles of chemical constituents may be appreciable.
In general, releases of such materials from nuclear disposal sites are relatively more
constrained than in the case of comparable sites for nonnuclear wastes, especially fly-ash
from coal-fired electricity generation.

The models for the pathways of these radionuclides allow estimation of the dose
conversion factor in the form of individual dose per Bq released into the air or the sea. A
collective dose can be estimated if one makes assumptions for the world population as a
function of time. Lacking any good model for the far future evolution of the world
population, one commonly assumes a constant value.

The individual doses resulting from routine emissions by current nuclear installations
are very small. However, if one makes the customary assumption of a linear (no-threshold)
dose-response ftinction, the estimated impacts are not insignificant when summed over the
world population and over a very long time. For example, the assessment of the French
nuclear fuel cycle by the ExternE program found that the total collective dose is dominated by
C-14.

The issue which the analysts have to keep in mind is whether this "customary
assumption" is warranted. There is an extreme uncertainty about the dose-response fnction at
very low-levels of radiation. Epidemiological data at very low doses-and especially at very
low dose rates, do not provide conclusive evidence for or against a no-threshold model, and
the linear model is adopted in the name of precaution. It is quite possible that the tue impact
of low doses could be much smaller than predicted by the linear model. This uncertainty is
one of the reasons why comparison of emission and doses with natural backgrounds is of
interest.

While the linear model may well be appropriate for radiation protection-related
decisions, it may not be relevant at all to assessing risk, and its limitations in this regard ought
to be clearly recognized. In the impact assessment of long-range radiological exposure, the
concept of "collective dose" is commonly applied: i.e. the sum of individual doses can be
directly derived from the dispersion of radionuclides in the biosphere, without calculating
each individual dose. 30] However, when the range of individual doses spans several orders
of magnitude, it was recently recommended by NCRP 3 that "the distribution should be
characterized by dividing it into several ranges of individual doses, each covering no more
than two or three orders of magnitude, with the population size, mean individual dose,
collective dose and uncertainty being separately considered for each range". It is questionable
whether a collective dose with negligible individual risks should be put on the same scale as a
local dose with non negligible individual risks.

The same NCRP report 3 1 ] underscores that projection of collective committed doses
to future populations and situations should similarly be done with care, because large
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uncertainties are introduced by largely unpredictable changes in relevant parameters; ecology,
dernography, and life style.

The approach to reflect the effects of extremely low doses on large populations has
been discussed also at the recent IAEA meetings, and a separate report [ 1 8] will be published

3from the IAEA.

3.3. Impacts on Land

The production and subsequent supply of electricity has, and will continue to have, an
impact on the quantity of land available for other purposes and the variety of uses to which it
be may put. It is likely that many such impacts are reversible, but practical experience, such
as the US superfund, has shown that although techniques may exist, there are neither the
resources or the political will to address the problems.

The impacts on land are probably one of the most contentious and socially important
that have to be dealt with, and society is unlikely to overlook either the risks or the impacts
very quickly. There may be significant costs in the far future.

3.3.1. Land Take

The physical quantity of land available for other uses may be directly and indirectly
affected by the production of electricity. For example, the creation of hydropower schemes
often involves significant areas of land being submerged. This can result in the displacement
of large populations to areas with which they are unfamiliar, and may have a secondary
impact on cultural diversity. For example, the Bahkra scheme in India required 256 sq km of
land, and resulted in 36000 people being displaced.

The land requirements for fossil and nuclear power plants are dependent on plant size
between I 0 and 260 M2/MW(e) depending on chosen technology (except mining and waste
disposal). (Senior Expert Symposium on Electricity and the Environment 19]) The Narora
nuclear plant in India required 4 sq km (including an exclusion zone) and displaced 2000
people. As the energy density per installed capacity (MW(e)) is low and the area needed for
infrastructure is large, the land requirements of the renewable energy system are very high on
an equivalent basis to the installed capacities of fossil and nuclear power plants 30,000
M2/MW(e) for the solar thermal lower concept or 75,000 in2fMW(e) for on-shore wind
system.) (Senior Expert Symposium on Electricity and the Environment [ 1 9])

Likewise, land taken for mineral extraction (uranium, coal, oil) may result in long
term loss of land. It is important to recognize that where such resources are imported, the
environmental impact will arise in a country other than that generating the electricity.

Waste disposal at the surface, either through landfill or controlled storage, also
depletes the land resource available for other uses, and is likely to do so into the far future.
Experience in the Netherlands has shown that it is not feasible to clean up such sites to the

3The issue was also discussed at the lCRP Main Commission at the Albuquerque meeting in June 1997, and this
is described in IAEA 181.
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point where the land may be used for any purpose. In this respect, persistent substances (e.g.
heavy metals, organics, radionuclides) will cause irreversible damage to the environment.

Other consequences of electricity generation will also affect the land take. As stated in
section 32.1, sea level rise resulting from global warming will result in the pennanent
flooding of some islands and coastal areas. Equally, temperature rises will result in
desertification of currently habitable areas.

3.3.2. Effects on Land Use

Acid rain and its subsequent deposition is the most commonly perceived impact of
electricity generation on the environment. Whilst the mechanisms involved in the
acidification of aquatic ecosystems are well known, this is not true for terrestrial systems. The
extent to which such damage is long term is not known, but is it clear that impacts on
biodiversity could be irreversible. This is particularly true in some upland and mountainous
areas.

Section 32.1 deals with the impacts arising from climate change, many of which will
affect the use to which land may be put in the future.

Other effects include the infrastructure put in place to service generation (e.g. access
roads for wind turbines), and distribution (e.g. power transmission lines) of electricity as well
as the effects of structures on landscape and the blight effect of waste sites. All such factors
affect the way in which land may be used and valued. The canceling of the Silent Valley
hydroelectric scheme in India is an example of where potential ecological damage affected an
electricity generation decision.

3.4. Resource Depletion

Current electricity generation is mainly ensured by the consumption of non renewable
resources: fossil fuels and uranium. The former is far more likely than the latter to be depleted
quickly. Extrapolating present consumption data, the recognized available resources would
become scarce, after the next century for oil, and gas, and after several centuries for coal. This
is expected to produce a variety of changes:

• changes in the price of each resource and increasing exploitation of deposits of lower
grade, possibly with increased environmental impact;

• increased efficiency in the production and use of energy;
• increased exploitation of renewable energies;
• shift to new technologies such as nuclear breeders;
• shift from oil to substitutes as raw material for production of plastics.

Due to the short time horizon of most decision makers, some far future costs of
resource depletion may not be internalized. This kind of impact is more amenable to
quantification than others, using macroeconomics. The progressive depletion of resources can
be assessed, and models can simulate the effect of price variations. However, the
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consequences estimated will be sensitive to assumptions on future technological progress and
structural changes.

Principles governing sustainable development suggest that a reasonable rate of
resource depletion has to be identified, ensuring both present growth rate of economy and
long term availability of a variety of resources. In that perspective, energy efficiency and
diversified consumption would be recommended.

3.5. Severe accidents

Most assessments of severe nuclear accidents have included estimates of health effects
in the far future (generally out to IO 000 years). The accident-related exposures to future
generations are generally small compared to those from routine operations, because of the low
expected frequency of such accidents.

Accidents of non-nuclear energy systems are not expected to have significant far
future impacts. The effects of oil spill, for example, tend to disappear after several decades.

The issue on comparison of accident risks in different energy systems will be discussed at a
separate IAEA meeting in June 1998, and a report 32] will be published.

4. How Should One Value/Weight these impacts?

4. 1. General Problems

4. 1. 1. The Need for Valuation

The different impacts do not all have the same severity or importance to society. One
needs mechanisms for incorporating the value (not necessarily monetary value) or weight of
an impact, which should try to respect the preferences of future generations. The key problem
for comparative risk assessment is to find a common measure of impact or risk that will allow
for direct comparisons between different types of impacts of energy systems. Most impacts
are not directly comparable (e.g. cancers and rise in sea level). Using a single metric
(monetary valuation) to render them comparable is a great simplification; it can be instructive,
yet misleading. There is no perfect solution: comparisons and valuations are both necessary
and impossible.

4.1.2. Avoidability of Risks

In the valuation of risks a crucial consideration is whether a risk is voluntary or
involuntary. Risks imposed on future generations may appear to be involuntary. However,
there is a further aspect because some risks can be avoided or reduced if future generations
take appropriate actions. For example, risks from a well designed nuclear waste site can be
kept at negligible levels as long as future generations continue to monitor and maintain the
integrity of the site. Thus the estimated impacts and costs depend on the scenario assumed for
the future management of the wastes. As an upper bound for the cost of wastes one could take
the cost of a retrievable storage facility that is monitored and maintained for the indefinite
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future, until a better solution is found (with discounting and technological progress such a
cost is not infinite).

There is also the consideration that in some cases future generations may be much
better off if we take an action that imposes risks than they would be if a totally risk averse
approach were taken to everything.

4.1.3. Valuation, Choices and Option Values

Since human resources are finite, resources allocated to a particular end are not
available for society to accomplish some other purpose, which therefore represents a lost
opportunity, what is called as an "opportunity cost" in economics. At the impacts level,
opportunity costs should not exceed the compensation for far future impacts from energy
production. Society ought not to lose its perspective of what these costs for future
compensation of long-term effects might mean; ascertaining what these sums could
accomplish elsewhere in improving the human situation provides a reality check on whether
the associated costs are reasonable or used wisely. This point will be further discussed with
the concept of monetary valuation in Sect. 42.

In addition, there is a value associated with actions that restrict irreversible
environinental impacts, which is not originated in risk aversion but attached to the
irreversibility of these impacts, the quasi-option value. Thus the value of the foregone option
due to the release of long-lasting emissions or radioactive waste has to be added to the future
environmental cost and the size of this value depends among other factors on the degree of
irreversibility, or the rate of natural decay of emissions respectively. Therefore a comparative
assessment of the environmental risk associated with different power generation systems has
to take into account the varying loss of option values attached to the environmental assets
with respect to the dimensions of time and space.

4.1.4. Time Scale and Valuation

The very large variation in time and space that should be considered adds a further
complication. The greater uncertainty of the estimates for longer time periods make the
comparison of the shorter and longer term impacts less meaningful. Monetary valuation
becomes increasingly problematic as the time horizon increases, and there is much reluctance
to estimate costs beyond a few hundred years.

By presenting the impacts separately for different time and space scales, different
weights can be assigned due to importance but also due to varying certainty in the results.
One can use different indicators for different time periods, as is proposed by the INWAC
subgroup for Principles and Criteria for Radioactive Waste Disposal (IAEA 1994a [1]) or
present the impacts in common units but clearly differentiate between the different time and
space scales (so this can be taken into account in weighing the importance of the impacts), as
was done in the nuclear fuel cycle assessment of the ExternE project (EC 1995a 20]).
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4.2. Monetary valuation and discounting

Monetary valuation methods begin with the estimated impacts, to which economic
values are assigned based on the societal importance of those impacts. Non-market goods,
such as health and human life, are valued according to individual preferences (willingness to
pay). To express future costs as equivalent present values the standard economic tool is
discounting. For discounting within the present generation it is generally accepted that the
appropriate rate is the social discount rate, typical values of which are in the range of 3 to 8%,
as determined by observation of the market. For example, to test the sensitivity of the choice
of social discount rate, the external cost studies of EC (1995a 20]) and ORNL/RFF 1994
[2 ) have chosen 3 as central value, bracketed by 0% (or I %) and I %.

The choice of the discount rate is particularly important for the very long term,
because discounting can reduce intergenerational costs to negligible levels, unless the rate is
very close to zero. For that reason intergenerational discounting has been a controversial
subject. Whether a cost discounted to negligible levels adequately reflects the weight
perceived by society must be resolved before the calculational results can be considered
acceptable. It is advisable to consider several discount rates (0, 1 3 and IO %) to evaluate the
sensitivity.

In fact there are no intergenerational markets, and use of the conventional discount
rate can lead to decisions that would be undesirable for future generations. (Also see Sect.
4.1.3. A cost-benefit analysis from the point of view of future generations shows that a
project can compensate ntergenerational damages only if its net present value is positive
according to an intergenerational discount procedure (where the conventional rate is used
within the first generation, and the growth rate of the economy for intergenerational costs). As
shown by Rabl 1996 22]), in this perspective the intergenerational discount rate is
significantly lower than the conventional social discount rate, because it excludes the pure
time preference component of the discount rate (which involves only redistribution within the
current generation and does not create wealth to compensate future generations).

Equally important is the rate at which future costs will evolve; only the difference
between this rate and the discount rate matters. This difference ("effective discount rate") is
likely to be positive but small. Work continues on trying to resolve this issue and at this time
no general consensus has been reached.

The results of a comparative risk assessment over a long-term time horizon are very
much influenced by the weighting scheme for these impacts occurring at different times up to
the distant future. To get a simple upper bound of costs and to facilitate the conversion to
physical impacts it is instructive to set the "effective discount rate" equal to 0. The
uncertainties and controversies about inter-generational discounting are one of the reasons
why it is advisable to keep long term impacts in a category apart, thereby allowing different
weights to be assigned to these impacts as part of the decision-making process.

4.3. Non-monetary valuation

In view of the problems with monetary valuation of impacts in the very distant future,
it is desirable to have an aternative approach based on indicators as a measure of the severity
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of environinental and health impacts. There are interesting precedents for such an approach.
For example, the Montreal protocol for the protection of the stratospheric ozone layer was
motivated by a comparison of recent ozone levels with those of the past. Another example is
the action by a number of governments to set C2 emission targets relative to reference levels
such as current emissions.

4.3.1. Types of indicators

As one moves further away from the original data in a risk calculation, the
uncertainties in the estimates become larger. In view of the very large uncertainties
associated with far-ftiture impacts, it is advisable to consider a gamut of different
comparisons. Comparisons are possible at every stage of the impact pathway assessment.
The following comparisons are given as examples, going down from source specific
indicators to more general risk indicators:

comparison of emissions (source term) with natural releases of the same material (e.g.
heavy metal leachate from disposal area vs. natural leachate from soil)
comparison of incremental concentrations due to energy systems with ambient natural
concentrations (e.g. radon gas from mines vs. ambient radon levels)
comparison of incremental increase of dose with natural background dose (e.g. cosmic
radiation)
comparison of impacts with background rates (e.g. incremental increase of cancers vs.
background cancer rate for the population, changes in land-use or welfare loss)
comparison of impacts with other risks of everyday life (e.g. deaths by cancer from
incremental exposures vs. deaths by cancer from smoking) or other situations associated
with a risk (e.g. areas requiring environmental clean-up or restoration).

Going down this list one moves progressively closer to criteria of direct concer to
decision-makers, but each step involves progressively more assumptions and calculations -
thereby resulting in larger uncertainties. For example, there are increasing assumptions made
at each of the following pathway assessment steps: the concentration of Cs-137 in soil of a
given region, the concentration of Cs-137 in specific food grown in that region, the amount of
food consumed by a defined population resulting in a Cs-137 burden in the individual bodies
of that population, the calculation of an individual dose resulting from that burden, and finally
the individual or population risk (e.g. number of cancers). Further examples of indicators are
given in Section 3 This approach has also been discussed in the context of radioactive waste
disposal (IAEA 1994 1]).

The type of comparison ill depend very much on the type of decision that is needed.
For example, very different comparisons will be needed in the context of energy policy versus
environmental regulatory decisions.

Recently sustainability indicators have received much attention. They are composite
indices that may incorporate one or several of the above indicators. Two main types of
sustainability indicators have been used, called strong and weak; they may be defined as
follows:
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From an ecological perspective, the (,,strong") sustainability rule requires that the total
sum of pollutant emissions should not exceed the assimilative capacity of the
environment and that, at least, irreversible and catastrophic effects on the global
ecosystem should be avoided.
From a welfare theoretic perspective, a (,,weak") sustainability approach is based on the
principle that social welfare should be maximized and the total costs of pollution
(abatement, adaptation and damage costs) should be minimized.

4.3.2. Uses of indicators

An advantage of such indicators is that they can be used for the short, the medium and
the long term impacts. Some indicators can be defined nondimensionally as ratio relative to a
reference environment. Of course, even a nondimensional definition does not completely
resolve the problems of incomparability of impacts such as global warming and cancers from
nuclear radiation. However, if a consensus can be reached about acceptable levels of the
indicators, such information can be used to assess the acceptability of energy choices.

For example, a consensus might be reached that exposure to radiation due to nuclear
power should not exceed x% of the cosmic ray natural background at sea level. Likewise, one
might impose a limit of y% increase in atmospheric C2 concentrations beyond the
preindustrial level. The remaining challenge lies, of course, in the detennination of such
levels of acceptability. Alternatively, one could try to determine comparable levels of
disparate indicators.

4.3.3. Ranking Analysis

The problems associated with ranking are in the estimation of the impacts in common
units (such as utility) and determining the importance or weight of the impacts. Taking
different impact indicators and finding mechanisms to define them in terms of utility is as
difficult (if not more so) than determining an accurate monetary value to be assigned to an
impact indicator using contingent valuation methods. They are both a measure of importance
to the individual, and ultimately society.

Weighing indicators relative to each other, may be a simpler and more direct means of
assigning importance to different indicators. Although it would be a very subjective process,
it would be a transparent method for decision-makers to use. It would be relatively easy to
add different weights to impacts that occur at different times and regional scales. It also
makes it relatively easy to conduct sensitivity analyses and to determine the influence of the
different indicators on the final decision. By being able to see whether a certain final result is
influenced by an impact in a way that seems wrong, the validity of the ranking process can be
checked, while revisions are still possible.

4.4. The Need for Scenarios

The assessment of long-term effects requires one to have a view of the future. Due to
the complex interactions of a wide range of possible policy, social, economic and
technological options, it is not possible to make firm predictions. Hence, it is advantageous to
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use an approach in which a number of different future scenarios are defined. Together, these
scenarios cover the range of conditions likely to occur in the future.

For example, the IPCC has developed a range of scenarios (1995a-b [15, 16]) for
climate change calculations, based on assumptions concerning population, economic growth,
land use, technological change, energy availability and fuel mix during the period 1990-2100.

For the assessment of far-future impacts, assumptions on future lifestyle and medical
advances are equally important. The following examples illustrate how a given scenario can
significantly affect the final result:

• if a cure for cancer is found, the health consequences from increased exposure to
carcinogens will be greatly reduced;

• it is unlikely that the size and geographical distribution of population will remain the
same as today for far future generations;

• costs of waste management will depend on the evolution of technologies;
• costs of global warming depend on adaptive measures that will be taken

(e.g. reduction of crop losses by shift to more resistant species).

5. General Issues

During discussions on the best way to integrate far future impact assessment into
comparative risk assessment studies and energy policy decision-making, there are numerous
issues that reappear. The following general issues should be kept in mind in the development
of further thinking on this topic:

5. 1. Uncertainty

Basically two classes of uncertainty may be distinguished: model uncertainty and data
uncertainty. Both apply for the calculations required in the present context and both may be
addressed by statistical approaches which are described in the relevant literature.

Model uncertainties result whenever the phenomena to be described are not fully
understood and hence a model can only give an incomplete picture of the reality and the
deviation implied by this is not known. This means that various models may co-exist, each of
which has an explanatory value and hence may not be discarded, as e.g. in atmospheric
dispersion. The same applies to the scenarios required, where factors like future demographic
and lifestyle changes have to be integrated.

Data uncertainties may be due to a number of reasons, e.g.
- difficulties in the delimitation of actuarial data
- lack of clarity in existing statistics
- insufficient knowledge of cause-consequence relationships (e.g. impact of toxic

substances, greenhouse effect)
- future discount rates

and in general
- ignorance about the future
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The inclusion of uncertainties enables one to integrate the available knowledge into
the evaluation process, and to combine results of different degree of uncertainty, i.e. of
different quality, in a coherent manner. This is reflected in the final result and puts it into
proper perspective allowing amongst others to take decisions on

whether the risks of any two energy systems are really different or lie within the range of
uncertainty
the level of detail of modeling which is still reasonable in view of uncertainties, i.e. where
effects may be excluded because their inclusion does not tangibly change results
whether the existing knowledge is sufficient to make any statements at all

The inclusion of data uncertainties is related to sensitivity studies, which are also
recornmended. In sensitivity analysis two or more point values of a parameter are assumed
and the outcomes of the model calculations are compared with one another. This is illustrated
in Table 3 by the example of the variation of global warming cost estimates with discount
rate. The result of this process may be the statement that changes in the parameter
substantially affect the outcome of the model or not.

Table 3 Global warming damage estimates (in mECU/kWh) for the coal ftiel cycle, derived from the literature,
for several values of the discount rate dr. (EC 1995a 20))

dr = % dr= 1 % dr=3 % dr= 10%
C I ine (I 992) 23 14.9 2.2 0.6
Fankhauser (I 993) 24] 10.4 1.5 0.4
Tol 1994) 251 18.3 11.7 2.6

The uncertainties in this field are very large. In many cases it is convenient to express
the uncertainties in terms of multiplicative confidence intervals, based on geometric standard
deviations ag and confidence intervals of the lognormal distribution. For example, if a cost
has been estimated to be (geometric mean which is approximately equal to the median),
the probability is approximately 68% that the true value is in the interval [��/Crg, �ig.crg] and
95% that it is in [picAT.2, �La-(Tj]. For impacts whose uncertainties have been quantified, it
seems that the geometric standard deviations are in the range of 3 to 10 (Rabl and Spadaro
1997 26]).

5.2. Representation of Results

Fuel cycle studies yield a great deal of information with different aspects in each stage
of fuel cycles. Care is necessary in the documentation and presentation of the information.
One needs to pay attention to the information needs of decision makers. This consideration
determines the scope of the analysis, as well as the presentation of the results and their
aggregation (over affected regions, over time, over sites, over impact categories or over stages
of the fuel cycle). Therefore it is advisable to ask what decision the results are to be used for.

In fact, the very definition of a fuel cycle is problematic in view of the large number
of elements that need to be specified. The term "fuel cycle" is misleading, because it implies a
simple monolithic system while the reality is a chain whose elements can consist of a variety
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of different technologies. For example, the power generation stage of the oil fuel cycle could
consist of a boiler plus steam turbine, or a simple gas turbine, or a gas turbine plus steam
turbine = combined cycle); furthermore, there is a choice of several different pollution
control technologies, including the sulfur content of the fuel itself. Clearly the emissions will
be very different for each of these options, and it makes no sense to talk about "the" oil fuel
cycle. Production processes and power plants may become more efficient, and the
performance of pollution abatement equipment will probably improve as well. When
assessing future systems, one should use engineering judgment to estimate assumed
reductions in emissions, or conduct a sensitivity analysis that would provide a range of
possible emission values.

An interesting example ftom recent assessments of the nuclear fuel cycle for the
ExteniE Program can illustrate this point. The assessment of the fuel cycle in France found
that the collective dose (and the total external cost, if evaluated at low effective discount rate)
is dominated by the far future impacts of carbon-14 emissions from the reprocessing stage
(EC 1995c 27]). The need of care for the projection of collective committed doses to future
population is already mentioned in Sect. 32.2. In addition, the emission of Carbon-14 may be
controlled by selecting technologies. For the United Kingdom, by contrast, this particular
burden was far less significant because much of the carbon- 1 4 is captured rather than released
to the environment. On the other hand, most of the uranium is imported from countries where
nothing is done to reduce radon emissions from mill tailings, and as a result the collective
dose and the external cost are dominated by the impacts of radon from mining (EC 1997[28]).
Whether radon from mining is a far future impact depends on the future management of mill
tailings. Radon is the decay product of longlived radionuclides and it is emitted to the
atmosphere as long as the mill tailings are out in the open. But as soon as they are adequately
enclosed, the problem disappears because the half life of radon is less than 4 days. (In any
case it should be noted that the damage costs due to such emissions of carbon-14 or radon
were found to be small compared to the damage costs of fossil fuel plants).

6. Summary

Estimation of health and environmental impacts in a distant future driven by current
electricity generation systems is not a well established scientific field. This issue includes
many uncertainties which are seen in many processes of the impact estimation such as
valuation techniques of environmental impacts for a long-term, and technology choice and
policy options for a long run. When the IAEA held the Technical Committee Meeting on
Estimating and Comparing Risks from Energy Systems in the Far Future in October 1997 in
Vienna, there were many questions raised up from the participants on these issues. The
purpose of this document is to introduce typical discussions at the Meeting, and to give a
guidance to the methodological approaches for the readers.

The decision making process is not central to this technical document. The main issue
explained in the document is the ways of presenting health and environmental impacts in a
distant future for decision makers. The primarily targeted readers of this document are,
therefore, experts who will make the impact assessment and document the results to
governmental offices and/or representatives of general public. For those who further
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implement decision making study, several documents are available from the IAEA. (in
preparation 29])

To provide an effective guidance to the methodological approaches, several issues
which are currently recognized as typical examples of the impacts on future generations were
chosen. Global climate change, nuclear and non-nuclear wastes, long lived radionuclides
dispersing world-wide, land use, and resource depletion are briefly discussed to illustrate
several technical difficulties in estimating the impacts in the far future. About technology
choice, the discussions illustrated in this document are based on only marginal increase of
currently available electricity production systems. For smooth introduction of currently
available methodological approaches to readers, issues like future technology options, energy
demands and the vision for the future world are not described. Readers should later study
those issues, based on the information provided in this document.

To understand the nature of impacts, comparison of different types of impacts is
helpful, and presentation of these impacts is a key for the comparison. How to value and
weight the impacts for comparison of far future impacts is the main issue in methodological
approaches. Both non-monetary valuation and monetary valuation are introduced with equal
emphasis. These valuation methodologies, however, have limitations in their applications.

In the method of monetary valuation, the concept of discounting is central in valuing
far future impacts. Discounting affects the weight of far future impacts relative to impacts on
the present generation. This concept may be used for sensitivity analysis with a range of
discount rates, and the results may be presented for the decision making process.

There is much opposition to monetary valuation of long-term impacts, so analysts
need to take some other valuation method in many cases. However, in non-monetary
valuation, it is not possible to have all indicators which could be used for comparison between
two long-term impacts. Therefore, qualitative analysis is also required in many cases.

Including results of qualitative analysis, multi-criteria analysis should be considered
for assessment of long-term impacts. Temporal and spatial grouping should be made on the
impacts, and analysis and decision making will be made with some weighting process. The
weighting may be conducted according to a social choice including subjective valuation.

Time period to be considered in the impact assessment is an important issue in the
long-term impact assessment. Cut off time-period may be set to make consistent comparisons
of different impacts.
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